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Abstract

We analyze forward-induction reasoning in games with asymmetric information
assuming some commonly understood restrictions on beliefs. Speci�cally, we assume
that some given restrictions � on players� initial or conditional �rst-order beliefs
are transparent, that is, not only the restrictions � hold, but there is common
belief in � at every node. Most applied models of asymmetric information are
covered as special cases whereby � pins down the probabilities initially assigned to
states of nature. But the abstract analysis also allows for transparent restrictions
on beliefs about behavior, e.g. independence restrictions or restrictions induced by
the context behind the game. Our contribution is twofold. First, we use dynamic
interactive epistemology to formalize assumptions that capture foward-induction
reasoning given the transparency of �, and show that the behavioral implications
of these assumptions are characterized by the �-rationalizability solution procedure
of Battigalli [5, 1999], [6, 2003]. Second, we study the di¤erences and similarities
between this solution concept and a simpler solution procedure put forward by
Battigalli and Siniscalchi [12, 2003]. We show that the two procedures are equivalent
if � is "closed under compositions", a property that holds in all the applications
considered by [12, 2003]. We also show that when� is not closed under compositions
the simpler solution procedure of [12, 2003] may fail to characterize the behavioral
implications of forward induction reasoning.
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1 Introduction

Forward induction re�ects the idea that players rationalize their opponents� behavior,
whenever possible. In particular, each player forms an assessment about the opponents�
private information and future (or yet unobserved) moves, given what he observed about
the past play and the presumption that his opponents are strategic. Such strategic reason-
ing has been studied with the tools of epistemic game theory, the formal analysis of how
players�beliefs about each other are formed and �in dynamic games �how they change
as the play unfolds (see Battigalli & Siniscalchi [11, 2002] and Battigalli & Friedenberg
[9, 2012]). In this paper we consider dynamic games where players may either lack com-
mon knowledge of the payo¤ functions (incomplete information), or have imperfect and
asymmetric information about chance moves. Our formalism distinguishes between these
two scenarios and can mix elements of both. We provide an epistemic analysis of forward-
induction reasoning when some given restrictions � on �rst-order beliefs are transparent
to the players, and we show that the behavioral implications of our epistemic assump-
tions are characterized by an iterated deletion procedure called �-rationalizability, �rst
proposed by Battigalli [5, 1999] (see also [6, 2003]). We also discuss a simpler �naïve��-
rationalizability algorithm put forward by Battigalli & Siniscalchi [12, 2003], arguing that
it is conceptually incorrect for general restrictions �, but equivalent to �-rationalizability
for the type of restrictions most frequently encountered in economic applications (see sec-
tion 3.3), and in particular for the ones assumed in the examples and results of [12, 2003].
The rest of this introduction provides the background for our contribution and spells it
out in more detail.
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Figure 1

1.1 An illustrative example

To illustrate the kind of belief restrictions and forward-induction reasoning analyzed in this
paper we refer to the well known Beer-Quiche game depicted in Figure 1 (see Cho & Kreps
[24, 1987]). We will consider two di¤erent scenarios that can be formally distinguished
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within our framework. (1) In the complete-information scenario, which may be easily
implemented in the lab, a ball is drawn from an urn with 90 balls labeled surly (s) and
10 balls labeled wimp (w); Player 1 observes the label, Player 2 does not, and the game
is common knowledge. We will make two very natural assumptions regarding the belief
restrictions that are transparent in this scenario: Players 1 and 2 ex ante assign probability
0:9 to s; furthermore, Player 1 initially believes that the chance move and the strategy of
Player 2 are independent (uncorrelated). Although natural, this second restriction has to
be explicitly assumed as well, because subjective beliefs about the strategies of di¤erent
co-players (including chance) may exhibit correlation even though players are aware that
there is no causal dependence between such strategies. (2) In the incomplete-information
scenario there is no ex ante stage and there are are no chance moves: Player 1 just knows
his true payo¤ type, s or w, which is unknown to Player 2. It is assumed to be transparent
that Player 2 assigns probability 0:9 to the surly type s. But, as we explain below, in this
scenario we cannot even state an assumption about �rst-order beliefs that corresponds to
the independence assumption stated for scenario (1).
Why do we distinguish between these two scenarios? Didn�t Harsanyi (1967-68) show

that they are equivalent? Harsanyi proved that we can �nd an isomorphism between
the game with chance moves (1) and the incomplete-information game (2) so that the
Nash equilibria of (1) correspond to the Bayesian Nash equilibria of (2). So, if one is
only interested in Nash equilibrium analysis, the di¤erences between (1) and (2) can be
overlooked. But in this paper we do not presume that players�choices and beliefs form
an equilibrium, and since (1) and (2) are objectively di¤erent situations, no equivalence
can be taken for granted without �rst proving an appropriate theorem. For example, the
independence restriction assumed within (1) cannot even be stated as such in scenario (2),
where there is no ex ante stage and hence no prior belief of Player 1 that may have the
independence property. The "corresponding" independence assumption that can be ex-
pressed within scenario (2) refers to a property of the second-order beliefs of Player 2:
he believes that Player 1�s �rst-order belief about 2�s strategy is independent of the payo¤
state. Thus, these two independence properties are di¤erent and they are not necessarily
equally plausible. Furthermore, they can be properly compared only by using a formal
language that can distinguish between (1) and (2). Such a language is also necessary to
provide transparent results of equivalence (according to a well de�ned criterion) between
(1) and (2), although proving such equivalences is not a goal of this paper.1 That said,
in this introduction we provide an informal analysis of forward-induction reasoning in the
Beer-Quiche game focusing on the complete-information scenario (1). In the Appen-
dix we provide a formal analysis under the two alternative scenarios, assuming di¤erent
restrictions on �rst-order beliefs.
Step 1: Player 1 forgoes his preferred meal (which depends on the chance move he

observed) only if he thinks that this minimizes the probability of a �ght. Independence
implies that what he believes about the meal that minimizes the probability of a �ght
does not depend on the chance move he observes. Hence, for at least one realization of
the chance move, the preferred meal is the same as the �ght-probability minimizing meal
and Player 1 chooses it. In other words, strategy �Q if s, B if w� is irrational under

1For a result of this sort see, for example, Battigalli et al. [16, 2011, Theorem 3]): absent independent
restrictions, rationality and common belief in rationality have equivalent behavioral implications in the
two scenarios.
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the independence restriction. Player 2 does not want to �ght a surly type. Since s is ex
ante more likely than w, the strategy �always f�is dominated by the strategy �always
d�and hence ruled out. Step 2: Suppose Player 2 observes B. By forward induction,
he rationalizes this move and, by Step 1, he must believe that Player 1 is playing either
�always B�or �Q if and only if w�. Hence, his conditional probability of s is between 0:9
( the prior) and 1, which are the two extremes that would result if he were certain of the
�rst, or �respectively �the second strategy. With this, the best reply to B is d. Step
3: By Step 2, after s Player 1 chooses B, i.e., the strategy �always Q�is deleted. Step
4: By forward induction, even if he were surprised, Player 2 would rationalize Q in
a way consistent with the previous steps and would conclude that Player 1 is using the
strategy �Q if and only if w�and that the state is w. Thus he would �ght after Q. Step
5: By the previous steps, Player 1 is certain that Player 2 �ghts if and only if he chooses
Q; therefore he plays the best response strategy �always B�.2

As we show in the Appendix, we can obtain the (B; d) outcome also in the incomplete
information scenario (2) under the assumption that, upon observing B (beer), Player 2
thinks that the surly type is more likely, a restriction on �rst-order conditional beliefs. The
same conclusion follows if instead we assume that Player 2�s second-order beliefs satisfy
the independence assumption stated above. But in this paper we focus on �rst-order
beliefs restrictions.

1.2 Transparent restrictions on beliefs and epistemic game the-
ory

As illustrated by the example, in game theory and economics it is common to assume
that certain restrictions on players�beliefs are transparent, or more precisely that such
restrictions hold and there is common (probability one) belief at every point of the game
that they indeed hold.3 Games with chance moves are an obvious case in point. But an
even more prominent example is the use of type structures à la Harsanyi [29, 1967-68]
to model games with incomplete information as Bayesian games. A type structure in
the sense of Harsanyi corresponds to a belief-closed subset of states within the canonical
universal structure that contains all conceivable hierarchies of beliefs based on some given
set of states of nature �;4 the �rst-order beliefs in a hierarchy of Player i are elements
of �(�), the second-order beliefs are elements of �

�
�� (�(�))Infig

�
, and so on (see

Mertens & Zamir [30, 1985] and Brandenburger & Dekel [19, 1993]). In the analysis of
dynamic Bayesian games, it is implicitly and informally assumed to be transparent to the
players that initial beliefs about the state of nature and initial beliefs about the exoge-
nous beliefs of others belong to this subset. (In most applied analyses, such transparent
restrictions are derived from information partitions and priors.) The reason why such

2The strategies and conditional beliefs pinned down by this argument concide with the sequential
equilibrium selected by the Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps [24, 1987].

3We refrain from saying that such restrictions are �common knowledge�. We �nd the use of the �com-
mon knowledge�terminology much too casual in economic theory, as there is often either a terminological
or even a conceptual con�ation of (common) knowledge and (common, probability one) belief. We �nd it
semantically and conceptually useful to reserve �knowledge�for the justi�ed true belief that comes from
observation and logical deduction.

4We distinguish between states of nature, that parametrize payo¤ functions, and states of the world
that describe every relevant aspect of the situation of strategic interaction.
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assumption is not only implicit, but also informal, is that the language of �-based hier-
archies of beliefs is insu¢ cient to formally describe what players think about the state
of nature and about each other conditional on some moves in the game. Such condi-
tional beliefs should be derived, whenever possible, from initial beliefs about � and about
the behavior and beliefs of others via Bayesian updating. Battigalli & Siniscalchi [10,
1999] show how to construct a so called canonical space containing all the conceivable
hierarchies of conditional probability systems (CPS�s) whereby initial �rst-order beliefs
are probability measures on states of nature and strategies. Such hierarchies of CPS�s
provide a language that is su¢ ciently expressive to formally state assumptions about the
transparency of restrictions on beliefs. As an added bonus, this language also allows
to express assumptions about how players�mutual beliefs in rationality would evolve for
each possible play of the game, and then derive implications about behavior, beliefs about
behavior, and so on. The analysis of players�mutual beliefs in rationality by means of
hierarchical beliefs about strategies is the goal of epistemic game theory, which goes back
to the work of Aumann [2, 1987], Brandenburger & Dekel [18, 1987], and Tan & Werlang
[36, 1988] for the analysis of static games with complete information. Indeed, the main
motivation of [10, 1999] was to extend epistemic game theory to analyze dynamic games,
with either complete, or incomplete information. In this paper we focus on assumptions
about rationality and hierarchical beliefs whose behavioral implications are captured by
versions of the rationalizability solution concept.

1.3 Rationalizability in dynamic games with incomplete, or asym-
metric information

It has been argued that analyzing a strategic situation with incomplete information by
means of type structures à la Harsanyi and looking at the corresponding Bayesian equilib-
ria may be problematic, and that alternative approaches are worth exploring. Battigalli
[5, 1999], [6, 2003], and Battigalli & Siniscalchi [12, 2003] propose to use instead a solu-
tion concept called �-rationalizability, a kind of extensive-form-rationalizability5 deletion
procedure for �games with payo¤ uncertainty�. According to this procedure, players�
initial and/or conditional beliefs about the true state of nature and their opponents�
strategies satisfy some given restrictions �, which provide the backdrop for rationaliz-
ing observed moves by the opponents. In other words, in non trivial sequential games
with asymmetric information this solution concept captures forward-induction reasoning
under the assumption that the �rst-order belief restrictions � are in some sense �trans-
parent�.6 ;7 This approach encompasses the case of games with objective probabilities of

5On extensive-form rationalizability see [33, 1984], [3, 1996] and [4, 1997].
6 [5, 1999], [6, 2003] and [13, 2007] also analyze a less demanding solution concept that only requires

initial common belief in rationality and the restrictions �. To stress the di¤erence between these
two solution concepts, these papers call �weak �-rationalizability�the one based on assumptions about
initial beliefs, and �strong �-rationalizability�the one capturing forward-induction reasoning. Like other
papers that only analyze the latter solution concept (e.g., [12, 2003] and [9, 2012]), here we simply call it
��-rationalizability�.

7For applications of the �-rationalizability approach to economic models see, e.g., [6, 2003], [12, 2003],
[7, 2006] and references therein; for applications to robust mechanism design see [35, 2012], [31, 2012]
and the survey [17, 2011]; for applications to non-binding agreeements see [23, 2012] and [37, 2011]; for
empirical applications see [1, 2008]. Attention is restricted to �rst-order beliefs for the sake of simplicity,
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chance moves, which may be asymmetrically observed, as well as incomplete-information
games with hierarchical beliefs implicitly generated by (common or subjective) priors
and information partitions on a set of states of nature �. But the �-rationalizability
approach is broader in that it also allows to assume that certain restrictions on beliefs
about behavior are made transparent by the context in which the game is played (cf.
Battigalli & Friedenberg [8, 2009], [9, 2012]). In an asymmetric-information framework,
joint restrictions on beliefs about states of nature, or chance moves, and beliefs about
opponents�behavior may also be important. One such restriction �expressible within the
complete/asymmetric information framework �is that an individual regards the �strat-
egy�of the chance/nature player as independent of the opponents�strategies (as in the
previous illustrative example), which has been shown to be a crucial assumption underly-
ing the traditional rationalizability concept for games with asymmetric information (see
Battigalli et al. [16, 2011]).

1.4 Epistemic analysis and strong belief

In our view, one can really understand a solution concept S that is meant to capture
some kind of strategic reasoning only if S can be justi�ed as the result of expressible
assumptions about players�rationality and hierarchical beliefs.8 In other words, solution
concept S should characterize the behavioral consequences of the underlying epistemic
assumptions.9 Such results are central to the epistemic game theory program. Here
we show that �-rationalizability characterizes forward-induction reasoning under trans-
parency of the given �rst-order restrictions �. The rest of this introduction discusses such
characterization.
It is routine to extend the results of [18, 1987], [36, 1988] and show that, in static

games, �-rationalizability is justi�ed by the following expressible assumptions:
(a) players are rational and there is correct and common belief in the restrictions �

(i.e., the restrictions � are transparent),
(b) there is common belief of (a).
By the conjunction property of probability-one belief, this in turn is equivalent to the

following expressible assumptions:
(a�) players are rational and their beliefs satisfy the restrictions �,
(b�) there is common belief of (a�).
These assumptions are represented by events in the canonical type structure containing

all the conceivable belief hierarchies generated by the primitive uncertainty about states

as �-rationalizability is meant to be a relatively simple reduction procedure whose implementation does
not involve type structures and beliefs about beliefs. But restrictions on higher-order beliefs (not implied
by the transparency of �rst-order beliefs restrictions) may well be appropriate in some applications; taking
higher-order belief restrictions into account does not change the essential features of the approach. See, for
example, the rationalizability analysis of Spence�s model in [7, 2006]. Also, Theorem 4 (a straightforward
extension of results due to Battigalli & Friedenberg [9, 2012]) provides a kind of equivalence between
forward-induction reasoning under transparency of �rst-order and of higher-order beliefs.

8Informally, we call �expressible�an assumption that can be stated using primitive terms and terms
derived from primitive terms or other derived terms (see [16, 2011]).

9More formally, we say that a collection of expressible assumptions A justify a solution concept S, or
equivalently that S characterizes the behavioral implications of A, if for each player i and each piece of
private information �i, the set of strategies allowed by A for �i coincides with the set of strategies allowed
by S for �i.
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of nature and actions (see [16, 2011]).
The epistemic justi�cation of �-rationalizability in dynamic games is more complex,

and also more interesting. As we hinted above, this solution concept captures a forward-
induction principle. Loosely stated, �-rationalizability rests on the assumption that each
player i at each information set h ascribes to his opponents the �highest degree of strategic
sophistication� consistent with h given � (cf. Battigalli [3, 1996]). To illustrate, in
the Beer-Quiche example analyzed above, Player 2 interprets Q as evidence that Player
1 observed w, even though, according to the solution, Q should not be played at all.
Building on [10, 1999] and [11, 2002], Battigalli & Siniscalchi [13, 2007] provide a rigorous
formalization of this principle based on the notion of �strong belief�. Let 
 be the
canonical state space constructed in Battigalli & Siniscalchi [10, 1999]. Each ! 2 

speci�es a state of nature (and players�private information about it), a strategy pro�le
and a pro�le of hierarchies of conditional beliefs. Furthermore, no hierarchy satisfying
standard coherency conditions is ruled out. Say that player i strongly believes an event E
if i believes E with probability one whenever his information set does not contradict E.
It is important to note that a player may strongly believe the conjunction of two events
E\F even if he does not strongly believe either E or F .10 For example, suppose E\F is
the event �Eve and Frank go right�, and David strongly believes E\F . Also assume that
one of David�s information sets corresponds to �either Eve or Frank did not go right�, i.e.
:E [ :F = :(E \ F ). If David observes :E [ :F , he cannot believe (with probability
one) both E and F , thus, he must give up on at least one of them. Suppose he gives up on
E, i.e. he does not assign probability one to E conditional on :E[:F . Then David does
not strongly believe E because he does not assign probability one to E conditional on an
observation, (:E [ :F ), that is consistent with E. By a similar argument, strong belief
fails monotonicity: even if E � F , strong belief in E does not imply strong belief in F .11
Since strong belief does not satisfy the standard conjunction and monotonicity properties,
assumptions involving strong belief in multiple events must be stated and analyzed with
care.
Say that there is common strong belief in event E at state ! if the following assump-

tions hold at !:
A1E, all players strongly believe E
A2E, all players strongly believe E \ A1E
...
An+1E , all players strongly believe E \ A1E \ ::: \ AnE
etc.
Battigalli & Siniscalchi [13, 2007] proved the following extension of the static-game

epistemic justi�cation of �-rationalizability given by assumptions (a�)-(b�): a strategy
pro�le s is strongly �-rationalizable if and only if s is played at some state ! where
(�0) players are rational (viz., conditional expected utility maximizers) and the restric-

tions � hold,
(�0) there is common strong belief in (�0).

10On the other hand, the conjunction of strong belief in E and strong belief in F implies strong belief
in E \ F .
11Indeed, considering the same events and informational setup as above, E \ F � E;F , but we have

just shown that strong belief in E \F does not imply strong belief in both E and F . Thus, monotonicity
does not hold.
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The previous result assumes that the restrictions � hold, but it does not assume that
they are transparent. Consider, for example, the �rst-order belief restrictions � for the
Beer-Quiche game under the complete information scenario. Since s (surly) is a realization
of a chance move given by a commonly known urn, it seems plausible to assume that it
is transparent that each player initially assigns probability 0:9 to s. Now, according to
epistemic assumption (�0), there must be common belief at the beginning of the game
that each player initially assigns probability 0:9 to s, but such common belief about initial
�rst-order beliefs does not necessarily hold after a move by Player 1. Furthermore, (�0)
does not require Player 1 to believe that such common belief would persist. Indeed (�0)
allows Player 1 to believe that if he made a move that Player 2 cannot �rationalize�, then
Player 2 would stop believing that 1 believes that 2 initially assigns probability 0:9 to s.
Does this matter? Would the behavioral implications change if the restrictions � were
assumed to be transparent? Answering this question requires careful analysis.

1.5 Our contribution

In this paper we extend the static-game epistemic analysis given by assumptions (a)-(b)
above: a strategy pro�le s is �-rationalizable if and only if s is played at some state of
the world ! where
(�) players are rational and there is correct common belief in � at every node (i.e., �

is transparent),
(�) there is common strong belief in (�).
We give the following interpretation. Suppose that due to some pre-game history such

as public information about the composition of an urn, shared experience, or a social
convention, the restrictions � are transparent. This provides a backdrop, or context,
for forward-induction reasoning as expressed by the assumptions (�)-(�) stated above:
In other words, while making inferences about the opponents by rationalizing their past
moves, players never consider states of the world inconsistent with the transparency of �.
We show that �-rationalizability allows to derive the behavioral consequences of these
assumptions when the analyst knows �, for example because � re�ects objective prob-
abilities made transparent in an experimental setting, or � is given by some commonly
known statistics. Our result also allows to answer the previous question: assumptions
(�0)-(�0), whereby restrictions � are not transparent, have the same behavioral implica-
tions of (�)-(�), as both are characterized by �-rationalizability.
Besides �-rationalizability, we also consider a �naïve��-rationalizability algorithm

used in [12, 2003], which is more similar in spirit to Pearce�s [33, 1984] original de�nition
of rationalizability for extensive-form games. We show that this algorithm is not con-
ceptually correct for arbitrary restrictions �, but it is equivalent to �-rationalizability
(hence it does capture the epistemic assumptions it was meant to capture) if � satis�es a
property of �closedness under composition�. We argue that this property holds in a wide
range of interesting cases. Users of �-rationalizability mostly cite [12, 2003] as a reference
for this concept. It is therefore important for them to be aware that the �naïve� solu-
tion algorithm de�ned there is sound only when it is equivalent to the �-rationalizability
solution concept originally de�ned in [5, 1999] and epistemically justi�ed here.
A minor, but in our view non-negligeble contribution of this paper is that we consider

very general extensive-game forms, allowing for several players, imperfectly observed ac-
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tions, simultaneous moves by subsets of players, chance moves and lack of common knowl-
edge of the payo¤ functions, whereas all the papers mentioned above make simplifying
assumptions in some of these dimensions. We do not make too much of this, as it is
quite clear that in the cited literature such assumptions are made mainly for notational
convenience. But we point out that our analysis, besides con�rming some claims of pos-
sible generalizations made in those papers, allows to represent formally and to compare
the complete- vs incomplete-information interpretations of well known models and exam-
ples of the literature, such as the Beer-Quiche game analyzed above. As argued in the
discussion of that example, this helps shed light on the di¤erences between the complete-
information scenario with asymmetric information about an initial chance move, and the
incomplete information scenario. In particular, our framework and results help to better
compare ex ante and interim rationalizability in dynamic Bayesian games, adding to the
static analysis of Battigalli et al. [16, 2011].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives the preliminary concepts
about dynamic games with asymmetric information and interactive conditional beliefs;
Section 3 provides the epistemic justi�cation of �-rationalizability and compares it with
the �naïve� reduction algorithm of [12, 2003]; Section 4 concludes with a discussion of
the case when the transparent restrictions on beliefs are not given to the analyst; the
Appendix provides a formal analysis of the Beer-Quiche game and collects all the proofs.

2 The framework

In this section we present the building blocks of our analysis: dynamic games with payo¤
uncertainty (subsection 2.1), systems of conditional probabilities (subsection 2.2), type
structures (subsection 2.3), rationality (subsection 2.4), and belief operators, i.e., the
language we need to express our assumptions about interactive beliefs (subsection 2.5).

2.1 Dynamic Games with Payo¤Uncertainty

We consider dynamic games allowing simultaneous moves, imperfect information about
past moves and lack of common knowledge of payo¤functions, i.e. incomplete information.
Since our formal representation is not standard, we provide a detailed description.
We describe the rules of interaction of the dynamic game under consideration using

the following primitive objects:12

� A set I of players, plus the chance pseudo Player 0. We let I0 = f0g [ I denote the
extended players�set.

� For each i 2 I0, a set of actions Ai; for each non-empty subset J � I0, we let
AJ =

Q
i2J Ai denote the set of action pro�les for players in J .

12Cf. Osborne-Rubinstein [32, 1994], chapters 6, 11.
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� A �nite set of histories13

X �

0@ [
;6=J�I0

AJ

1A<N

;

that is, sequences of action pro�les x = (a1; :::; a`) with ak = (aki )i2J for some
non-empty J � I0.

� A player correspondence � : X ! 2I0 such that (a1; :::; a`�1; a`) 2 X if and only if
�(a1; :::; a`�1) 6= ; and a` 2 A�(a1;:::;a`�1); �(x) is the set of active players at x.

� For each player i 2 I, an information partition �Hi of the set fx : i 2 �(x)g of
histories at which i is active.

By assumption, every pre�x of a history in X (including the empty history ?) is also
in X, thus X endowed with the precedence �pre�x-of�relation is a tree with root ?.
The set fa�(x) : (x; a�(x)) 2 Xg of feasible action pro�les at history x is �by assumption
�a Cartesian product of j�(x)j subsets of actions. The information partition �Hi is such
that, for every h 2 �Hi and x; y 2 h, player i has the same set of feasible actions at x
and y; furthermore �Hi satis�es perfect recall.14 As a matter of notation, we let �H0 be
the �nest partition of fx 2 X : 0 2 �(x)g. Auxiliary notation and de�nitions, plus two
key additional objects are compiled in the table below; comments will follow. Additional,
derived objects (such as �strategies�) will be introduced later as needed.

Name Notation De�nition
Terminal histories Z fz 2 X : �(z) = ;g
Actions at h for i 2 �(h) Ai(h) projAifa�(x) : (x; a�(x)) 2 Xg (x 2 h)
Strict precedence relation � x � y , [x strict pre�x of y]
Weak precedence relation � x � y , [x weak pre�x of y]
States of nature � � = �0 ��1 � :::��jIj
Payo¤ function of i 2 I ui ui : �� Z ! R

Note that the information structure de�ned above only describes information
about past moves, including chance moves. If each information set h is a single-
ton, we say that there are observed actions. If �on top of this �only one player is active
at each history we say that the game has perfect information.15

In order to model payo¤ uncertainty, i.e. incomplete information about payo¤ func-
tions, we introduce a nonempty and �nite product set of �conceivable�parameter values
� and the parametrized payo¤ functions ui : �� Z ! R (i 2 I). For every player i 2 I,
each element �i 2 �i represents Player i�s private information about the unknown aspects
of the game; we call it Player i�s information type. The set �0 (the �information type of

13For any given set Y , Y <N denotes the set of �nite sequences of elements of Y , including the empty
sequence ?, that is, Y <N =

[
n2N[f0g

Y n with Y 0 = f?g:

14No information set h 2 �Hi contains two ordered histories; furthermore, whenever y0; y00 2 h 2 �Hi,
x0 2 ĥ 2 �Hi and (x0; a0) � y0, there is a history (x00; a00) such that x00 2 ĥ, (x00; a00) � y00 and a0i = a00i .
15This is not to be confused with �complete information�, which means that all the rules of the game

and players�preferences over consequences are common knowledge. Indeed we allow for the opposite, if
there is payo¤ uncertainty, there is incomplete information.
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Player 0�) represents any residual uncertainty about payo¤s that remains after pooling
players�private information. We often refer to pro�le � = (�i)i2I0 as the state of nature.
Appending the states of nature to the game tree speci�ed above we obtain an arbores-
cence, that is, a collection of trees (��X;�) where (�; x) � (�0; x0) if and only if � = �0
and x � x0. The elements of the information partition �Hi are related to, but distinct
from the information sets of the graphical representation of the game as an arborescence:
when information h 2 �Hi about past moves is combined with the information-type �i,
we obtain the �traditional� information sets [�i; h] = f(�0; x0) : �0i = �i; x

0 2 hg in the
arborescence. Also observe that, with this formulation, the actions available to players
at any given history do not depend on their information-type. This restriction could be
removed, at the expense of additional notation; our results do not depend upon it in a
crucial way.16

For instance, in a pure �private-values�setting, Player i�s payo¤ depends solely upon
�i and the terminal history reached. At the opposite extreme, in a �common-values�
environment, players�payo¤s at any terminal history depend only upon �0; in this case,
each player�s information type �i is interpreted as payo¤-irrelevant private information,
which may be correlated with �0 according to some other player�s subjective beliefs.
We include �Player 0�and the residual uncertainty �0 in our framework (adding some
notational complexity) because it is important in economic applications, and because it
helps relate our work to the recent literature on rationalizability in games with incomplete
information. Also, as we clarify in Example 1, moves by Player 0 are interpreted as chance
moves. Our notation allows us to formally distinguish games with imperfect information
about an initial chance move (such as poker) from games with incomplete information.
We do not specify the probabilities of chance moves in our description of the game because
they will be part of the transparent restrictions on beliefs to be introduced later.17 One
can show that under suitable continuity assumptions our analysis can be extended to
games with in�nite horizon and �nite action sets, and to games with compact action sets
in the last stage and �nite action sets in previous stages.18

We call the structure

� =
D
I;X; �;�0;

�
�i; �Hi; ui

�
i2I

E
described so far game with payo¤ uncertainty. It would be perfectly legitimate to call
� �game with incomplete information�,19 but we refrain from doing so because this ex-
pression is mostly used to refer to Bayesian games. The di¤erence between a Bayesian
game and a game with payo¤ uncertainty is that the former speci�es (implicitly) players�
hierarchies of initial beliefs about the state of nature (or, at least, its payo¤-relevant com-
ponent). We shall introduce hierarchies of beliefs of a much richer kind later on in order
to obtain a language that allows us to express assumptions about players�rationality and
beliefs, and derive the behavioral implications of these assumptions.
16Battigalli [6, 2003] allows for type-dependent actions sets.
17Our framework allows for the possibility that players do not have common beliefs about the proba-

bilities of chance moves.
18The construction of a canonical type structure à la Battigalli & Siniscalchi applies to this more

general setting (see [10, 1999] and [6, 2003]). The extension of the main epistemic characterization result
of this paper involves, directly or indirectly, a measurable selection argument (see [14, 2012]).
19� exhibits complete information if the payo¤ map � 7�! (ui(�; �))i2I is constant (which is trivially

true when � is a singleton), otherwise � has incomplete information.
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Example 1 To illustrate our notation, consider the Beer-Quiche game depicted in Figure
1 of the Introduction. As we said, our formalism allows us to distinguish two di¤erent
scenarios.
(1) In the complete-information scenario, the nodes of Figure 1 correspond to histories:
�rst Player 0 (Chance) chooses a0 2 fs; wg, Player 1 observes this move, Player 2 does
not, and the game is common knowledge. In this case, �i = f��ig (a singleton) for
i = 0; 1; 2, XnZ = f?g [ fs; wg [ (fs; wg � fB;Qg), Z = fs; wg � fB;Qg � ff; dg,
�(?) = f0g, A0(?) = fs; wg, �H1 = ffsg; fwgg, �H2 = ff(s; B); (w;B)g; f(s;Q); (w;Q)gg
and the rest is obvious.
(2) In the incomplete-information scenario, the nodes of Figure 1 correspond to state-of-
nature/history pairs (�; x): Player 1 starts the game knowing his true payo¤ type, s or w,
the pseudo-player 0 can be omitted, and we have: �2 = f��2g (a singleton), �1 = fs; wg,
XnZ = f?g [ fB;Qg, Z = fB;Qg � ff; dg, �H1 = ff?gg, �H2 = ffBg; fQgg, and the
rest is obvious.
The probabilities of s and w are not part of the description of the game. They will be
described as transparent features of players�systems of beliefs.

2.2 Conditional Probability Systems

As the game progresses, players update and/or revise their beliefs in light of newly ac-
quired information. In order to account for this process, we represent beliefs by means of
conditional probability systems (Renyi [34, 1955]).
Fix a player i 2 I. For a given compact20 metrizable topological space Y with Borel

sigma-algebra B(Y ), consider a non-empty, countable (�nite or denumerable) collection
Ci � B(Y ) of events such that ; =2 Ci. The interpretation is that Player i is uncertain
about the �true�element y 2 Y , and Ci is a collection of conditioning events (or �relevant
hypotheses�) concerning a �discrete�component of y observable by Player i.

De�nition 1 A conditional probability system (or CPS) on (Y; Ci) is a mapping

�(�j�) : B(Y )� Ci ! [0; 1]

satisfying the following axioms:21

Axiom 1 For all C 2 Ci, �(CjC) = 1.

Axiom 2 For all C 2 Ci, �(�jC) is a probability measure on Y .

Axiom 3 For all E 2 B(Y ), B;C 2 Ci, if E � B � C then �(EjB)�(BjC) = �(EjC).

The set of probability measures on Y will be denoted by �(Y ); we shall endow it with
the topology of weak convergence of measures. The set of conditional probability systems
on (Y; Ci) can be regarded as a subset of [�(Y )]Ci endowed with the product topology, a
compact metrizable space.

20Compactness of the relevant spaces is assumed for simplicity, it can be relaxed with some additional
technical complications.
21(
;A; Ci; �) is called conditional probability space in [34, 1955].
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Throughout this paper, we shall be interested solely in �relevant hypotheses� cor-
responding to the event that a certain information set h has occurred, plus the empty
information corresponding to the beginning of the game. Each player is uncertain about
the combination of information-types and strategies of his opponents, including chance.
Beliefs about such primitive uncertainty are called �rst-order beliefs. The �relevant hy-
potheses�correspond to the sets of type-strategy pairs consistent with information sets.
To make this formal, we introduce additional notation and de�nitions of derived objects,
summarized in the following table:

Name Notation De�nition
Extended inform. structure of i Hi H i [ f?g
Opponents of i (with chance) �i I0nfig
Strategies of i 2 I0 Si

Q
h2 �Hi Ai(h)

Strategy pro�les (of �i) S (S�i)
Q
i2I0 Si (

Q
j2I0nfig Sj)

Outcome function � : S ! Z �(s) terminal history given by s
Strat. pro�les consistent with h S(h) fs 2 S : (9x 2 h)(x � �(s))g
Strategies of i (�i) cons. with h Si(h) (S�i(h)) projSiS(h) (projS�iS(h))
Type-strategy pairs �i �i � Si
Pro�les of (�i) type-strat. pairs � (��i)

Q
i2I0(�i � Si) (

Q
j2I0nfig(�j � Sj))

Type-strategy pairs cons. with h �i(h) �i � Si(h)
Pro�les of (�i) pairs cons. with h �(h) (��i(h))

Q
i2I0 �(h) (

Q
j2I0nfig�j(h))

Perfect recall implies that the extended information structure Hi (endowed with the
obvious precedence relation derived from �)22 is a tree with root f?g. By assumption,
if i 2 �(?) then f?g 2 �Hi = Hi.23 The sets S(h) provide a strategic-form representation
of the information structure of each player. Perfect recall implies that if h 2 Hi then
S(h) and �(h) can be factored as S(h) = Si(h) � S�i(h) and �(h) = �i(h) � ��i(h).
To illustrate, in the incomplete-information version of the Beer-Quiche game in part (2)
of Example 1, we have �1 = fs; wg � fB;Qg, �1(fBg) = fs; wg � fBg, �1(fQg) =
fs; wg � fQg; these subsets correspond to the conditioning events for Player 2. An
information-type/strategy pair in �i is denoted �i whenever we do not have to refer
speci�cally to the information component �i or the strategy component si.
Player i�s �rst-order beliefs about the state of nature and his opponents�behavior may

be represented by taking probability measures in �(��i) and letting Ci = fC � ��i :
(9h 2 Hi)(C = ��i(h))g.24 Since Ci is indexed by Hi, we denote the collection of CPS�s
on (��i; Ci) thus de�ned by �Hi(��i). Since ��i and Hi are �nite, �Hi(��i) is easily
seen to be a closed subset of the Euclidean jHij � j��ij-space.
22That is, (h � h0), ((8x0 2 h0)(9x 2 h)(x � x0)).
23If the information set of i containing ? also contained another node, then it would contain two nodes

on the same path, thus violating perfect recall.
24If two information sets h; h0 2 Hi di¤er only because of moves of i, then ��i(h) = ��i(h

0). Thus,
the cardinality of Hi may be smaller than the cardinality of Ci: jHij � Ci. This redundancy is innocuous
in our analysis.
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2.3 Type Structures

Next we introduce our representation of hierarchical conditional beliefs (see Battigalli
& Siniscalchi [10, 1999], [11, 2002]). To represent Player i�s higher-order beliefs, we
consider a compact metrizable set of �possible worlds�
 =

Q
i2I0 
i, where 
i � �i�Ti,

proj�i
i = �i, and T0 = ft0g is a singleton that we introduce for notational convenience.
Elements of the compact metrizable spaces Ti will be interpreted as �epistemic types�
of i 2 I; elements of 
i are �states of i�comprising his information type �i, strategy si
and epistemic type ti. Condition proj�i
i = �i means that every �i 2 �i is possible at
some state, but we allow for the possibility that some (�i; si; ti) 2 �i�Ti does not belong
to 
i because the possible beliefs of i about the opponents may depend on his
information type. Consistently with our previous notation, we let T�i =

Q
j2I0nfig Tj

and 
�i =
Q
j2I0nfig
j. We let 
�i(h) (resp. 
(h)) denote the event in 
�i (resp. 
) that

corresponds to information set h, that is, 
�i(h) =
Q
j2I0nfigf(�j; sj; tj) 2 
j : sj 2 Sj(h)g.

Of course, 
�i(f?g) = 
�i (resp. 
(f?g) = 
). To represent Player i�s conditional beliefs
about his opponents (including the dummy player 0), we use the collection of observable
events Ci = fC 2 B(
�i) : (9h 2 Hi)(C = 
�i(h))g. The set of CPS�s on (
�i; Ci)
is denoted by �Hi(
�i). Similarly, to represent Player i�s conditional beliefs about the
prevailing state of the world (including his own strategy and type), we use the collection
of observable events Ci = fC 2 B(
) : (9h 2 Hi)(C = 
(h))g. The set of CPS�s on (
; Ci)
is denoted �Hi(
). Since f?g 2 Hi and �(f?g) = �i(f?g)� ��i(f?g) = �, each CPS
� 2 �Hi(Y ) (with Y = ��i;
�i;
) contains an �initial�belief �(�jY ).
Note that the �nite collections of observable events de�ned above consist of sets that

are both open and closed in the respective topologies. Battigalli & Siniscalchi [10,
1999] show that, under these conditions, �Hi(
�i) and �Hi(
) are closed subsets of
the compact metrizable spaces [�(
�i)]Hi and, respectively, [�(
)]Hi. Hence, they are
compact metrizable in the relative topology.
With this, we provide an implicit representation of hierarchies beliefs by means of

type structures, as is standard in the literature.

De�nition 2 A �-based type structure is a tuple T = (
0; (
i; Ti; gi)i2I) such that, 
0 =
�0 � ft0g and, for every i 2 I, Ti is compact metrizable, 
i � �i � Ti is closed with
proj�i
i = �i, and gi = (gi;h)h2Hi : Ti ! �Hi(
�i) is a continuous mapping given by
coordinate mappings gi;h : Ti ! �(��i�T�i) such that gi;h(ti)(
�i(h)) = 1 (h 2 Hi). The
elements of each set Ti are called epistemic types. A �-based type structure T = (Ti; gi)i2I
is belief-complete if, for each i 2 I, 
i = �i � Ti and gi : Ti ! �Hi(��i � T�i) is onto.

Thus, for every possible world ! = ((�0; s0); (�i; si; ti)i2I) 2 
, we specify a state of
nature (�0; (�i)i2I), as well as each player i�s dispositions to act (his strategy si) and
(for real players i 2 I) his dispositions to believe (his system of conditional probabili-
ties gi(ti) = (gi;h(ti))h2Hi). These dispositions also include what a player would do and
think at histories that are inconsistent with !.25 Type structures encode a collection of
in�nite hierarchies of CPS�s, one for each epistemic type of each player. It is natural to
ask whether there exists a type structure which encodes all �conceivable�hierarchies of
conditional beliefs. Battigalli & Siniscalchi [10, 1999] shows that such a type structure
can be constructed (for all �nite games, and also a large class of in�nite games) by taking

25History h is inconsistent with (or counterfactual at) ! = (�; s; t) if s =2 S(h).
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the sets of epistemic types to be the collection of all possible hierarchies of conditional
probability systems that satisfy certain intuitive coherency conditions.26 This is the so
called �canonical� type structure, which turns out to be belief-complete. Every type
structure may be viewed as a belief-closed substructure of the canonical structure.27 One
possible interpretation of a substructure of the canonical structure is that it encodes a
context that makes some belief restrictions (not necessarily �rst-order belief restrictions)
transparent to the players. We �nd it conceptually appealing to express our results within
the canonical structure as this forces the analyst to make it explicit in the formulas that
some belief restrictions are transparent to the players. However, as in [11, 2002] and [13,
2007], our results can be stated and proved more generally for any belief-complete type
structure, not only the canonical one. This is convenient because it allows us to skip the
canonical construction.28

Finally, we derive from the type structure extended belief maps so that at each �per-
sonal state� (�i; si; ti) player i has beliefs about events in B(
), that is, events about
himself as well as the other players. This makes our analysis more easily comparable
to the literature on epistemic game theory. Speci�cally, we assume that for every state
of the world ((�i; si; ti); !�i) and every information set h 2 Hi, Player i 2 I would be
certain of ti and �i if h occurred, and would also be certain of si given h provided that
si is consistent with h, i.e. si 2 Si(h). We also assume that if si =2 Si(h) Player i would
still be certain that his continuation strategy agrees with si. This means that si in state
! = ((�i; si; ti); !�i) represents both how Player i would choose at ! conditional any
information set h and how he plans to play the game and to continue his play after h.
Formally, Player i�s conditional beliefs on 
 are given by a continuous mapping

g�i = (g
�
i;h)h2Hi : 
i ! �Hi(
)

derived from gi by the following formula: for every (si; �i; ti) 2 
i, h 2 Hi, E 2 B(
),

g�i;h(�i; si; ti) (E) = gi;h(ti)
��
!�i 2 
�i : ((�i; shi ; ti); !�i) 2 E

	�
, (1)

where shi is the unique strategy in Si(h) that coincides with si at each information set h
0

that does not strictly precede h (thus, shi = si if and only if si 2 Si(h)). In principle,
players are free to choose actions that deviate from their plans. But, our de�nition of
type structure and of the extended belief maps essentially assumes that it is transparent
that players execute their plans, which is germane to a forward-induction analysis.29

2.4 Sequential Rationality

We take the view that a strategy si 2 Si for Player i should be optimal, given Player i�s
beliefs and payo¤-type, conditional upon any information set. Two strategies that allow
26Battigalli & Siniscalchi [10, 1999] uses a slightly di¤erent de�nition of type structure. But all the

arguments in [10, 1999] can be easily adapted to the present framework.
27The representation of a type structure as a belief-closed substructure of the canonical one eliminates

redundant types, i.e. types that yield the same hierarchy of CPS�s. Redundant types do not play any
role in our analysis.
28A result by Friedenberg [27, 2010] implies that in static games (games where �Hi = f?g for each

i) every compact-continuous complete structure contains all the �conceivable�hierarchies of beliefs and
is in a precise sense equivalent to the canonical structure. It can be shown that the same holds more
generally for all the dynamic games considered here (De Vito [26, 2012]).
29See the discussion section in Battigalli et al [15, 2011].
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the same collection of information sets and select the same actions at such information
sets are indistinguishable by the opponents (or by an external observer). Therefore,
in the following de�nition, we impose the (continuation) optimality condition only at
information sets consistent with the given strategy. But we remark that, by a well known
dynamic programming argument, this is realization-equivalent to requiring optimality of
the selected action at each information set, given the planned continuation. (Note that
in the epistemic framework described in Section 2.3 the planned continuation of Player i
at information set h is given by his conditional belief about his own behavior.)

De�nition 3 Fix a player i 2 I, a CPS �i 2 �Hi(��i) and an information type �i 2 �i.
A strategy si 2 Si is a sequential best reply to �i for �i if and only if, for every h 2 Hi
with si 2 Si(h) and every s0i 2 Si(h),X

��i;s�i

[ui(�i; ��i; �(si; s�i))� ui(�i; ��i; �(s0i; s�i))]�i(f(��i; s�i)gj��i(h)) � 0.

For each CPS �i 2 �Hi(S�i), let r�i(�i) denote the set of sequential best replies to �i for
�i, and let �i(�i) = f(�i; si) : si 2 r�i(�i)g denote the set of pairs (�i; si) such that si is a
sequential best reply to �i for �i.

It can be shown by standard arguments that �i is a nonempty-valued and upper-
hemicontinuous correspondence (see [6, 2003]). It is convenient to introduce the following
additional notation. Fix a �-based type structure; for every player i 2 I, let fi =
(fi;h)h2Hi : Ti ! [�(��i)]

Hi denote his �rst-order belief mapping, that is, for every
ti 2 Ti and h 2 Hi;

fi;h(ti) = marg��igi;h(ti).

It is easy to see that fi(ti) 2 �Hi(��i) for every ti 2 Ti; also, fi is continuous.
Finally, we can introduce our key behavioral assumption. We say that Player i is

rational at a state ! = (�; s; t) in T if and only if (�i; si) 2 �i(fi(ti)). Then the event

Ri = f! = (�; s; t) 2 
 : (�i; si) 2 �i(fi(ti))g

corresponds to the statement �Player i is rational.�(Note that Ri is closed because the
correspondence �i � fi is upper hemicontinuous.) We shall also refer to the events R =T
i2I Ri (�every player is rational�) and R�i =

T
j2InfigRj (�every opponent of Player i is

rational�).
A word of caution Events are de�ned with reference to a speci�c type structure.

2.5 Belief Operators

The next building block is the epistemic notion of (conditional) probability-one belief, or
(conditional) certainty. Recall that an epistemic type encodes the beliefs a player would
hold, should any one of the possible non�terminal histories occur. This allows us to
formalize statements such as, �Player i would be certain that Player j is rational, were
he to observe h.�
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Given a �-based type structure T , for every i 2 I, h 2 Hi, and event E, de�ne the
event30

Bi;h(E) = f(�; t) 2 
 : g�i;h(�i; ti)(E) = 1g
which corresponds to the statement �Player i would be certain of E, were he to observe
information h.�This de�nition incorporates the requirement that a player can only be
certain of events which are consistent with her own (continuation) strategy and epistemic
type (recall how g�i was derived from gi in eq. (1)).
For each player i 2 I and history h 2 Hi, the de�nition identi�es a set�to�set operator

Bi;h : B(
)! B(
) which satis�es the usual properties of falsi�able beliefs; in particular,
it satis�es

� Conjunction: For all events E;F 2 B(
), Bi;h (E \ F ) = Bi;h (E) \ Bi;h (F );

� Monotonicity: For all events E;F 2 B(
): E � F implies Bi;h (E) � Bi;h (F ).

We say that Player i strongly believes that an event E 6= ; is true (i.e., adopts E
as a �working hypothesis�) if and only if he is certain of E at each information set
consistent with E (including the initial information set f?g). Formally, for any �-based
type structure and every i 2 I de�ne the belief operator SBi : B(
)! B(
) by SBi(;) = ;
and

SBi(E) =
\

h2Hi: E\
(h) 6=;

Bi;h(E)

for every event E 2 B(
)nf;g. Note that, as anticipated in the Introduction, in non-
trivial games SBi fails Conjunction and Monotonicity (for more on this see [11, 2002]).
Sometimes we will say that a CPS � strongly believes an event E 6= ; if �(Ej
(h)) = 1
whenever E \ 
(h) 6= ;.
We also de�ne a full belief operator Bi : B(
)! B(
) as follows

Bi(E) =
\
h2Hi

Bi;h(E):

Note that belief operator Bi(�) inherits the conjunction and monotonicity properties of its
constituents Bi;h(�) (h 2 Hi) operators.
Rationality, strong belief and full belief are the building blocks of our epistemic analysis

of forward-induction reasoning with transparent restrictions on beliefs.

3 Forward-induction reasoning with transparent re-
strictions on beliefs

In this section, we introduce restrictions � on �rst-order beliefs (subsection 3.1). These
restrictions are taken as parametrically given in the de�nition of�-rationalizability, which
is shown to characterize the behavioral implications of forward-induction reasoning under
transparency of � (subsection 3.2), and to coincide with a simpler reduction procedure
when � satis�es a composition property (subsection 3.3).

30For any measurable (closed) subset E � 
, Bi;h(E) is measurable (closed).
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3.1 Restrictions on Beliefs

A player�s beliefs may be assumed to satisfy some restrictions that are not implied by
mutual, common, or strong belief in rationality. We may distinguish between (i) restric-
tions on �exogenous� (�rst-order) beliefs, that is, beliefs about the state of nature and
chance moves, and (ii) restrictions on �endogenous� (�rst-order) beliefs, that is, beliefs
about behavior; our general theory considers both (i) and (ii). We provided examples
in the Introduction; other examples of restrictions on beliefs, as well as applications and
additional discussion, can be found in [12, 2003] and [6, 2003].

Formally, for every player i 2 I and every information type �i 2 �i, we consider a
restricted set of beliefs ��i � �Hi(��i) and we let � = (��i)i2I;�i2�i denote the restric-
tions for all information types of all players. Whenever we talk about restrictions � on
�rst-order beliefs we take for granted that � is a pro�le of nonempty and measurable
subsets ��i (i 2 I, �i 2 �i).

Example 2 Consider the complete-information version (1) of the Beer-Quiche game of
the Introduction (see also Example 1). Since the composition of the urn is common knowl-
edge, it is natural to assume that it is transparent that the prior probability of w is 0:1.
Another quite natural assumption is that it is transparent that the conjecture of Player
1 about the strategy of Player 2 is independent of the observed realization of the chance
move. Formally, we have

�1 = f�1 2 �H1(S�1) :

(�1(fwg � S2jS0 � S2) = 0:1) ^ (margS2�1(�jw) = margS2�1(�js))g;

�2 = f�2 2 �H2(S�2) : �2(fwg � S1jS0 � S1) = 0:1g.

As we made clear, the restrictions � only concern �rst-order beliefs. But in our epis-
temic analysis we will assume that restrictions� are transparent, thus yielding restrictions
on higher-order beliefs. Note also that distinct information-types �0i, �

00
i of a player may be

associated with di¤erent belief restrictions. This makes our approach su¢ ciently �exible
to encompass the restrictions on in�nite hierarchies of exogenous beliefs implicit in the
Bayesian games used in applications (see the discussion of this point in [13, 2007]).

3.2 Common Strong Belief in Rationality and Transparent Re-
strictions on Beliefs

We adopt a uniform notation for the n-fold composition of operators on B(
). Formally,
�x a map O : B(
) ! B(
); then, for any event E 2 B(
), let O0(E) = E and, for
n � 1, let On(E) = O(On�1(E)).
To express our epistemic assumptions, we introduce the auxiliary correct mutual strong

belief operator CSB(�) de�ned as follows: for each E 2 B(
)

CSB(E) = E \
T
i2I
SBi(
i � proj
�iE).

In words, given E =
Q
i2I0 Ei, CSB(E) is the set of states of the world where E holds

and each i 2 I strongly believes E�i = 
i �
Q
j2I0nfigEj. For our epistemic analysis, we
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need not consider events that are not Cartesian products. The reason is that we derive
implications about behavior solely from the rationality of each player and assumptions
of strong belief of events about the opponents. Our results show that step (n + 1) of
a solution procedure characterizes the behavioral implications of epistemic assumptions
expressed by means of n-th iteration of the auxiliary CSB operator. Observe that, like its
constituent operators SBi(�) (i 2 I), CSB(�) is not monotone. Also note that, by de�nition,
CSBn(E) = CSBn�1(E) \ SB(CSBn�1(E)) � CSBn�1(E). Therefore fCSBn(E)gn�0 is a
decreasing sequence of events, and it makes sense to de�ne CSB1(E) =

\
n�0

CSBn(E).

Similarly, we de�ne the mutual full belief operator B(�) as

B(E) =
T
i2I
Bi(
i � proj
�iE)

and we let
B�(E) =

\
n�0

Bn(E)

= E \ B(E) \ B(E \ B(E)) \ B(E \ B(E) \ B(E \ B(E))) \ :::,
where the second equality holds because B(�), like each Bi(�), satis�es conjunction. We say
that event E is transparent at state ! if ! 2 B�(E). It follows from the conjunction prop-
erty of each Bi and the continuity of probability measures that B(B�(E)) =

\
n�1

Bn(E).

Hence B�(E) = E \ B(B�(E)) � B(B�(E)). This shows that event F = B�(E) is self-
evident, i.e., it satis�es F � B(F ).
It is easy to show that, whenever E =

Q
i2I0 Ei, also CSB

n(E), Bn(E), CSB1(E) and
B�(E) are Cartesian products.
Denote by [�] the set of states where players��rst-order beliefs satisfy the restrictions

given by � = (��i)i2I;�i2�i; that is,

[�i] = f(�i; si; ti; !�i) 2 
 : fi(ti) 2 ��ig , [�] =
\
i2I
[�i]:

By continuity of the �rst-order belief function fi, [�i] is compact (hence measurable)
whenever ��i is compact for each �i. The belief-restrictions � are transparent at each
state ! 2 B�([�]). In our epistemic analysis, we will assume for simplicity that [�] is
compact.31

As explained above, B�([�]) = [�] \ B(B�([�])); a bit more explicitly

B�([�]) = [�] \
�T
i2I

T
h2Hi

Bi;h(B
�([�]))

�
,

that is, transparency of the belief restrictions � means that such restrictions hold and
are believed to be transparent by every player i conditional on each information set

31We can prove our main results without assuming compactness of [�], but we are not able to do it
without complicating the analysis. Clearly, compactness of [�] may not hold in interesting applications.
In the incomplete-information scenario of the Beer-Quiche example analyzed in the Appendix, �2 is not
compact. But exactly the same analysis goes through with any compact subset of �2 su¢ ciently close
to �2 (that is, su¢ ciently close in the Hausdor¤ topology to the closure of �2).
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h 2 Hi even if h contradicts some event that i was previously certain of. Therefore, the
transparent restrictions provide a backdrop, or context, for forward-induction reasoning:
when player i tries to rationalize the observed moves of the opponents, he does so taking
into account that [�] is transparent and he never doubts the transparency of [�], as in
the following epistemic assumptions:
(�) players are rational and the restrictions � are transparent,
(�.1) players strongly believe in (�)
(�.2) players strongly believe in (�) & (and) (�.1),
...
(�.k+1) players strongly believe in (�) & (�.1) & ... & (�.k),
etc.
The main result of the paper is that the behavioral implications of the aforementioned

epistemic assumptions are captured by the following solution concept:

De�nition 4 (See [5, 1999], [6, 2003]) Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 f0g [ I, let �0i;� = �i. Also, let �0�i;� =
Q
j 6=i�

0
i;� and �

0
� =Q

i2I0 �
0
i;�.

(Step n > 0) Let �n0;� = �0; for every i 2 I, and for every �i = (�i; si) 2 �i, let
�i 2 �ni;� if and only if there exists a CPS � 2 ��i such that

1. �i 2 �i(�);
2. for every m 2 f1; : : : ; n� 1g and h 2 Hi,

�m�i;� \ ��i(h) 6= ; ) �(�m�i;�j��i(h)) = 1:

Also let �n�i;� =
Q
j 6=i�

n
i;� and �

n
� =

Q
i2I0 �

n
i;�.

Finally, let �1� =
T
n�0�

n
�. The pro�les in �

1
� are called �-rationalizable.

Remark 1 �-rationalizability can be more compactly de�ned as follows: for each i 2 I
and �i 2 �i, let �0

�i
= ��i; given �

n�1 =
�
�n�1
�j

�
j2I;�j2�j

, let �n0 = �0, for each i 2 I

and �i 2 �i, Sn�i = r�i(�
n�1
�i
), �ni = f(�i; si) : si 2 Sn�ig and

�n
�i
= f�i 2 �n�1

�i
: (8h 2 Hi)(�n�i \ ��i(h) 6= ; ) �i(�

n
�ij��i(h)) = 1)g:

Theorem 1 Fix a collection � = (�i;�i)i2I;�i2�i of compact subsets of �rst-order CPS�s
and a belief-complete type structure T . Then, for every n � 0,

�n+1� = proj�CSB
n(R \ B�([�]));

and
�1� = proj�CSB

1(R \ B�([�])):
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This characterization result provides an epistemic justi�cation of �-rationalizability
that makes the transparency of [�] fully explicit in the strong-belief formulas. Next we
present a result showing that �-rationalizability also characterizes the behavioral impli-
cations of assuming rationality and common strong belief in rationality within a
restricted type structure that exactly captures the transparency of [�]. In a sense, the
restricted state space of this type structure captures the context for players�strategic rea-
soning, as if types for whom the restrictions are not transparent were not even conceivable
(cf. [8, 2009], [9, 2012]).
Fix an arbitrary type structure T and (compact) �rst-order belief restrictions � =

(�i;�i)i2I;�i2�i. Since B
�([�]) = [�] \ B(B�([�])) and [�] is a Cartesian event, we have

B�([�]) = 
0 �
Y
i2I
B�i ([�])

where B�i ([�]) is the set of (�i; si; ti) 2 
i such that fi(ti) 2 �i;�i and

(8h 2 Hi)(gi;h(ti)(f(�i; shi )g � B��i([�])) = 1): (2)

Now, for the chance pseudo-player 0 let 
0;� = �0 � T0;� = �0 � ft0g = 
0 for
notational convenience; for each real player i 2 I; consider the following subsets


i;� = B�i ([�]) � 
i
Ti;� = projTiB

�
i ([�]) � Ti

and de�ne the map gi;� by restriction of gi: for every (measurable) E�i � ��i � T�i;� �
��i � T�i

(8ti 2 Ti;�)(8h 2 Hi)(gi;h;�(ti)(E�i) = gi;h(ti)(E�i)).
By eq. (??), gi;h(ti)(
�i;�(h)) = 1 for every i 2 I, ti 2 Ti;�, h 2 Hi. It follows that
gi;�(ti) 2 �Hi(��i � T�i;�) for every i 2 I and ti 2 Ti;�. Clearly, each function gi;�
inherits continuity from gi. Since the restrictions � are compact, the sets Ti;� and 
i;�
are compact metrizable.32 Therefore

T� = (
0; (
i;�; Ti;�; gi;�)i2I)

is a type structure as per De�nition 2, and �of course �
� = B�([�]). We call T� the
�-restriction of T and we use subscript � to denote events and belief operators in T�.
For example, R� is the rationality event in T� and CSB�(E�) is correct mutual strong
belief of E� in T�.

Theorem 2 Fix a collection � = (�i;�i)i2I;�i2�i of compact subsets of �rst-order CPS�s
and a belief-complete type structure T . Then T�, the �-restriction of T , satis�es the
following properties: for every i 2 I, �i 2 �i

�i;�i = f�i 2 �Hi(��i) : (9ti 2 Ti)(8si 2 Si)(fi;�(ti) = �i) ^ ((�i; si; ti) 2 
i;�)g; (3)

for every n � 0,
(CSB�)

n(R�) = CSB
n(R \ B�([�])); (4)

32See Lemma 1 in the Appendix.
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for every n � 0,
�n+1� = proj�(CSB�)

n(R�); (5)

and
�1� = proj�(CSB�)

1(R�): (6)

Theorem 2 says that (a) the�-restriction of a belief-complete type structure T exactly
captures transparency of [�] (because 
� = B�([�]) and eq.(3) holds), (b) common strong
belief of rationality and transparency of [�] in the belief-complete structure T correspond
to common strong belief in rationality in T� (eq. (4)), and (c) �-rationalizability char-
acterizes the behavioral implications of assuming rationality and common strong belief in
rationality within type structure T� (eqs. (5) and (6)).
To illustrate, consider the Beer-Quiche game of Figure 1 under the complete-information

scenario with the restrictions � of Example 2: the prior probability of wimp is 0:1 and
the conjecture of Player 1 about Player 2 is independent of the observed realization of the
chance move. We formally derive the �-rationalizability solution in the Appendix. Here
it is su¢ cient to go back to the informal argument provided in the Introduction: given
the transparency of �, if Player 1 is rational, believes that Player 2 is rational, and
believes that Player 2 strongly believes that 1 is rational, then he chooses B (Beer) at
information set s. Then Player 2 strongly believes that only a wimp could choose Quiche,
i.e., a Quiche meal is interpreted by Player 2 as �wimpish�. Once this is taken into ac-
count, Player 1 chooses B also at information set w in order to prevent a �ght. But even
though, eventually, �-rationalizability prevents Quiche, it still requires that Quiche be
interpreted as �wimpish�by Player 2. This is similar to the best-rationalization principle
described by [3, 1996] and analyzed epistemically by [11, 2002], but here the rational-
ization (forward-induction reasoning) is consistent with transparency of the restrictions
�.
As explained in the Introduction, Battigalli & Siniscalchi [13, 2007] considered di¤erent

epistemic assumptions whereby the �-restrictions are not assumed to be transparent,
but rather they are assumed to have the same �epistemic priority� as the rationality
assumption: if information set h 2 Hi contradicts R�i \ [��i] then Player i need not
believe that the ��i restrictions hold, and similarly for higher orders of mutual beliefs.33

Formally, the step-1 epistemic assumption of [13, 2007] is

R \ [�] \ SB(R \ [�]) = CSB(R \ [�]),

and the step-n epistemic assumption is CSBn(R \ [�]). By de�nition B�([�]) � [�]; can
we then conclude that CSBn(R\B�([�])) � CSBn(R\ [�]) (for each n) and therefore the
epistemic assumptions of [13, 2007] are weaker than those of Theorem 1? The a¢ rmative
answer would be obvious if CSB(�) were monotone, but we know that this is not the case.
The following Theorem 3 states that, nonetheless, the answer is Yes, but despite being
a weaker epistemic assumption, CSBn(R \ [�]) has the same behavioral implications as
CSBn(R\B�([�])), for each n. To see why, let us focus on step n = 1 for simplicity. First
observe that only �rst-order belief restrictions matter to obtain the behavioral implications

33 [13, 2007] also puts forward an incorrectly stated conjecture, the correct version of which is Theorem
1 above.
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of R\B�([�])), which therefore must be the same as the behavioral implications of R\[�];
indeed

proj�R \ B�([�])) = �1� = proj�R \ [�].
Therefore, the information sets consistent with R \ B�([�])) and R \ [�] are the same.
In particular, for each player i 2 I, such information sets are given by the collection

H1
i = fh 2 Hi : ��i(h) \ �1�i;� 6= ;g:

But then, mutual strong belief in R\B�([�]) implies mutual strong belief in the R\ [�]
despite the non-monotonicity of SB_(�):

SB(R \ B�([�])) =
T

i2I;h2Hi(�1�i;�)
Bi;h(R�i \ [B�([�])]�i)

�
T

i2I;h2Hi(�1�i;�)
Bi;h(R�i \ [�]�i) = SB(R \ [�])

(where we let [E]�i = 
i � proj
�iE),34 because [B�([�])]�i � [�]�i and each Bi;h(�) is
monotone. Thus,

CSB1(R \ B�([�])) = R \ B�([�]) \ SB(R \ B�([�]))

� R \ [�] \ SB(R \ [�]) = CSB1(R \ [�]).
The same result holds for each n.

Theorem 3 Fix a collection � = (��i)i2I;�i2�i of compact subsets of �rst-order CPS�s
and a belief-complete type structure T . Then, for every n � 1,

proj�CSB
n�1(R \ B�([�])) = �n� = proj�CSB

n�1(R \ [�])
CSBn(R \ B�([�])) � CSBn(R \ [�]);

and

proj�CSB
1(R \ B�([�])) = �1� = proj�CSB

1(R \ [�]);
CSB1(R \ B�([�])) � CSB1(R \ [�]):

3.3 An algorithmic characterization of �-rationalizability

The �-rationalizability solution concept of De�nition 4 is conceptually clear: at each
step of the procedure the set of possible �rst-order beliefs is reduced by adding further
strong-belief conditions, and the surviving strategies for each information-type are the se-
quential best replies to possible beliefs. Theorems 1, 2 and 5 provide transparent epistemic
assumptions characterizing (justifying) �-rationalizability.
However, �-rationalizability is a somewhat complex procedure as it requires at step

n to keep track of all the previous steps m < n, not just step n � 1. Battigalli & Sinis-
calchi [12, 2003] propose instead a conceptually less transparent, but simpler reduction
algorithm, which just requires a �one-step memory�and is closer to the original de�nition
of extensive form rationalizability due to Pearce [33, 1984]. This is the solution concept
called ��-rationalizability�in Battigalli & Siniscalchi [12, 2003] and Battigalli [7, 2006].
We refer to it as naïve �-rationalizability.
34With this notation, [��i] = [�]�i.
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De�nition 5 (See [12, 2003]) Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I0, let �̂0i;� = �i. Also, let �̂0�i;� =
Q
j 6=i �̂

0
i;� and �̂0� =Q

i2I0 �̂
0
i;�.

(Step n > 0) Let �̂n0;� = �0. Then, for every i 2 I, and for every �i = (�i; si) 2 �i, let
�i 2 �̂ni;� if and only if �i 2 �̂n�1i;� and there exists a CPS � 2 ��i such that

1. �i 2 �i(�);
2. for every h 2 Hi; if �̂n�1�i;� \ ��i(h) 6= ;, then �(�̂n�1�i;�j��i(h)) = 1.

Also let �̂n�i;� =
Q
j 6=i �̂

n
i;� and �̂

n
� =

Q
i2I0 �̂

n
i;�.

Finally, let �̂1� =
T
n�0 �̂

n
�. The pro�les in �̂

1
� are called naïve �-rationalizable.

It is known that naïve �-rationalizability and �-rationalizability are equivalent when
no restrictions are imposed on �rst-order beliefs (essentially, this is Theorem 1 in [4,
1997]). But this is not true in general. By inspection of the de�nitions, it is obvious that
�ni;� = �̂

n
i;� for n = 1; 2, but the equality need not hold for n > 2 if� is not �rich enough�.

Speci�cally, it is easy to show that �3i;� � �̂3i;�, but the inclusion may be strict. To see
the problem, pick �i = (�i; si) 2 �̂3i;�. Say that a CPS � 2 �Hi(��i) strongly believes
K�i � ��i if �(K�ij��i(h)) = 1 whenever K�i \ ��i(h) 6= ;. With this, �i 2 �̂3i;�
implies that there are CPS�s �1; �2 2 ��i such that �

n strongly believes �̂n�i;� = �n�i;�
(n = 1; 2) and �i 2 �i(�1)\ �i(�2). De�ne the following �composition��� of �1 and �2: if
�2�i;�\��i(h) 6= ; then ��(�j��i(h)) = �2(�j��i(h)), otherwise ��(�j��i(h)) = �1(�j��i(h)).
It turns out that �� is a CPS and �i 2 �i(��); if we knew that �� 2 ��i we would have
shown that �i 2 �3i;� because the composition �� strongly believes both �1�i and �2�i as
required by De�nition 4, part 2. But �� need not be in ��i (see Example 6). Therefore,
absent some assumptions about the structure of �, we may have �3i;� ( �̂3i;�. Given
the non-monotonicity of strong belief, the inclusion �3� � �̂3� need not be preserved in
the following steps, therefore we cannot even conclude that �n� � �̂n� for every n. This
discussion motivates the following:

De�nition 6 Fix two subsetsK1
�i; K

2
�i � ��i and CPS�s �1; �2 2 �Hi(��i); (K1

�i; �
1; K2

�i; �
2)

is admissible if K2
�i � K1

�i and �
n strongly believes Kn

�i (n = 1; 2). The (K1
�i; K

2
�i)-

composition of �1 and �2 is the array �� = (�(�j��i(h))h2Hi such that ��(�j��i(h)) =
�2(�j��i(h)) whenever K2

�i \ ��i(h) 6= ;, and ��(�j��i(h)) = �1(�j��i(h)) otherwise.

Remark 2 For every admissible (K1
�i; �

1; K2
�i; �

2), the (K1
�i; K

2
�i)-composition of �

1 and
�2 is a CPS (see the proof of Lemma 4 in the Appendix).

De�nition 7 Fix i 2 I; a subset �i � �Hi(��i) is closed under compositions if, for
every admissible 4-tuple (K1

�i; �
1; K2

�i; �
2) with Kn

�i = �0�
Q
j2InfigK

n
j (n = 1; 2), when-

ever �1; �2 2 �i the (K1
�i; K

2
�i)-composition of �

1 and �2 is also in �i.

Proposition 1 If each ��i is closed under compositions (i 2 I, �i 2 �i), then naïve �-
rationalizability is equivalent to �-rationalizability: for every i 2 I and n, �̂ni;� = �ni;�.
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Theorems 1, 5 and Proposition 1 implies that naïve �-rationalizability characterizes
the epistemic assumptions analyzed in subsection 3.2:

Corollary 1 Fix a collection � = (��i)i2I;�i2�i of compact subsets of CPS�s that are
closed under compositions and a belief-complete type structure T . Then, for every n � 0,

�̂n+1� = proj�CSB
n(R \ B�([�])) = proj�CSBn(R \ [�])

and
�̂1� = proj�CSB

1(R \ B�([�])) = proj�CSB1(R \ [�]):

Of course, closedness under compositions is just a su¢ cient condition for the above
equivalence. Indeed, we are not aware of any application of the theory where�-rationalizability
di¤ers from naïve�-rationalizability. However, we show below a numerical example where
the condition fails and the two solution procedures are not equivalent (Example 6).
Next we provide su¢ cient conditions for closedness under composition that may be

useful in applications and are easier to verify. The �rst one is a strong property used by
[13, 2007] to obtain an epistemic justi�cation of naïve �-rationalizability (cf. Theorem 5
in the Appendix), the others are interesting special cases.

De�nition 8 (cf. [13, 2007]) Fix i 2 I and regard�Hi(��i) as a subset of
Q
h2Hi �(��i(h));

a subset �i � �Hi(��i) is regular if for each h 2 Hi there is a nonempty subset
�i;h � �(��i(h)) so that �i = �

Hi(��i) \
�Q

h2Hi �i;h

�
.35

Remark 3 If �i � �Hi(��i) is regular then it is closed under composition.

The following examples show how to apply this remark to the rationalizability analysis
of two-person dynamic games with chance moves and two-person dynamic Bayesian games.

Example 3 Generalizing Example 2 (Beer-Quiche under the complete-information sce-
nario), suppose that � is a singleton, but there is an initial chance move (�(?) = f0g)
about which Players 1 and 2 are imperfectly and asymmetrically informed, as in poker; �x
�i;0 2 �(S0) strictly positive for each i 2 I and let

�i = f�i 2 �Hi(��i) : �i(�jS�i) = �i;0 � (margSj�i(�jS�i))g:

Since �i is determined by a condition on initial beliefs (the beliefs conditional on infor-
mation set f?g), �i is regular and �by Remark 3 �closed under composition. Formally,
the conditions margS0�i(�jS�i) = �i;0 (i 2 I) yield a Bayesian game with heterogeneous
priors,36 and (naïve) �-rationalizability corresponds to ex ante (extensive-form) ratio-
nalizability in this Bayesian game, a concept that is generically equivalent to (maximal)
35We conjecture that if � is regular and each �i;h is closed and convex, then the characterization

of �-rationalizability as iterated �-dominance (Cappelletti [22, 2010]) can be extended to the present
extensive-form setting.
36If the reader is wondering why a complete information game corresponds to a Bayesian game, he

should remember that in our terminology (which we claim to be the correct one) �complete informa-
tion� is a substantive assumption, i.e. common knowledge of the payo¤ functions. On the other hand,
Bayesian games are just mathematical structures that may be used to analyze both games with incom-
plete information and games with asymmetric, imperfect information about an initial chance move, such
as poker. The interpretation of such mathematical structures is immaterial for Harsanyi�s equilibrium
analysis, but not for rationalizability analysis. The reason is that standard notions of rationalizability for
Bayesian games implicitly incorporate independence restrictions, and di¤erent restrictions are relevant
under di¤erent interpretations (see [16, 2011]).
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iterated removal of weakly dominated strategies in the ex ante strategic form. (Note that
Pearce�s [33, 1984] solution concept allows i to have di¤erent conjectures about j after
di¤erent observations about the chance move; hence it violates the independence condition
stated above.)

Example 4 Consider a two-person game with no chance moves (S0 is a singleton), �x
belief maps (�i : �i ! �(��i))i=1;2 and, for each �i, let ��i be the set of CPS�s consistent
with �i(�i)(�) that satisfy �conditional independence�:

��i =

(
�i 2 �Hi(��i) :

marg��i�i(�j��i) = �i(�i)(�);
8�j; �i(�j) > 0)

�i(�0;�j ;sj)

�i(�j)
= �i(�0j�j)�i(sjj�j)

)

(we use an obvious notation for marginal probabilities and conditional probabilities �
whenever well de�ned). Each set of CPS�s ��i is determined by conditions on ini-
tial beliefs, hence it is regular and closed under composition. Formally, the conditions
marg��i�i(�j��i) = �i(�i)(�) (i 2 I) yield a Bayesian game, and (naïve)�-rationalizability
is extensive-form, interim independent rationalizability for this Bayesian game, which is
generically equivalent to the iterated removal of weakly dominated strategies in the interim
strategic form. (When players move simultaneously, this is equivalent to the application
of Pearce�s [33, 1984] solution concept to the extensive form of the Bayesian game. See
also [16, 2011]).

Example 5 Consider a two-person game with no chance moves where �0 is a singleton;
�x a distribution � 2 �(� � Z) (i.e., a probability density over the terminal nodes of
the arborescence representing the game); say that � is admissible if it is obtained as the
pushforward of some product measure �1 � �2 2 �(�1 � �2) via map (�1; s1; �2; s2) 7�!
(�1; �2; �(s1; s2)). Say that CPS �i 2 �Hi(��i) agrees with the admissible measure � 2
�(� � Z) if there exists some measure �i 2 �(�i) such that � is the pushforward of
�i(�)��i(�j��i) via map (�1; s1; �2; s2) 7�! (�1; �2; �(s1; s2)). The set �i(�) of CPS�s that
agree with an admissible � 2 �(��Z) is regular, as it is determined only by a condition on
initial beliefs �i(�j��i). (In particular, this condition speci�es the initial belief marg��i�
of each player i about the information type of the co-player �i, and therefore yields a
simple dynamic Bayesian game.)

Battigalli & Siniscalchi [12, 2003] propose naïve �(�)-rationalizability as a forward-
induction re�nement criterion: A candidate equilibrium yields a distribution �; if �1�(�) 6=
; then the candidate equilibrium is �consistent with forward-induction reasoning�, oth-
erwise it is not. They show that the Iterated Intuitive Criterion for signaling games is
precisely such a re�nement, therefore the naïve �(�)-rationalizability criterion is an ex-
tension to more general games of the Iterated Intuitive Criterion. By Proposition 1 this
result applies to �(�)-rationalizability as well. Indeed, all the examples and results of
[12, 2003] about naïve �-rationalizability feature conditions derived from restrictions on
initial beliefs only and therefore they also hold for �-rationalizability.
So far we listed examples where �-rationalizability and the naïve �-algorithm coin-

cide. But the following example shows that, when closedness under compositions fails, the
two solution procedures may di¤er because naïve �-rationalizability may fail to capture
an inconsistency between the�-restrictions and common strong belief in rationality, given
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transparency of the�-restrictions. This example also shows that naïve�-rationalizability
may yield a solution set altogether inconsistent with forward-induction reasoning.37 For
notational simplicity, we look at classes of realization-equivalent strategies, which in this
game are the strategies of the reduced normal form.

Example 6 In the complete-information game depicted in Figure 2, Ann chooses between
In and Out; given In, Bob chooses between the matrix game on the left or the matrix
game on the right. The given transparent restrictions allow only two possible CPS�s for
each player:38

�a = f�a; �ag, with

�a(l:y
1jSb) = �a(l:y

2jSb) =
1

2
, �a(r:b

2jfr:b1; r:b2g) = 1,

�a(l:y
3jSb) = 1, �a(r:b1jfr:b1; r:b2g) = 1,

�b = f�b; �bg with
�b(OjSa) = 1, �b(I:x

2:a3jfsa : sa(?) = Ig) = 1,
�b(OjSa) = 1, �b(I:x1:a2jfsa : sa(?) = Ig) = 1.

Let us �rst compute the sequential best replies to each belief system in �:

�a(�a) = fO; I:x1:a2g, �a(�a) = fO; I:x1:a1g,
�b(�b) = fl:y2; r:b2g, �b(�b) = fl:y1; l:y3g.

37Our original example showing the di¤erence between �-rationalizability and naive �-rationalizability
did not have the latter feature. We thank Amanda Friedenberg for providing this example.
38We use the following notation: O is the class of realization-equivalent strategies choosing Out, oth-

erwise strategies are denoted by lists of action labels in an obvious way.
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Note: (1) I:x2:a3 is strictly dominated by O and r:b1 is strictly dominated by r:b2 given
In, but �b and �a respectively assign positive conditional probability to these dominated
strategies, therefore �a does not strongly believe �b(�b) [ �b(�b), and �b does not strongly
believe �a(�a) [ �a(�a), (2) �a does not strongly believe �b(�b), while �a does. These
preliminary considerations help explain the following derivation, where Sm� (Ŝm� ) denotes
�-rationalizability (naïve �-rationalizability):39

Step Ann Bob
1 S1a;� = Ŝ

1
a;� = fO; I:x1:a1; I:x1:a2g S1b;� = Ŝ

1
b;� = fl:y2; r:b2; l:y1; l:y3g

2 S2a;� = Ŝ
2
a;� = fO; I:x1:a2g S2b;� = Ŝ

2
b;� = fl:y1; l:y3g

3 S3a;� = ;, Ŝ3a;� = fOg S3b;� = Ŝ
3
b;� = fl:y1; l:y3g

n > 3 Sna;� = ;, Ŝna;� = fOg Snb;� = Ŝ
n
b;� = fl:y1; l:y3g

As we said above, the two solution procedures may di¤er only from round 3, as they
do here. Both procedures stop at round 3. The naïve �-rationalizable set is therefore
fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g, whereas we get an empty set with �-rationalizability. By Proposition
1, � cannot be closed under composition. Let us verify this directly: �a strongly believes
S1b;� and �a strongly believes S

2
b;� � S1b;�. We can �compose��a and �a to obtain a CPS

��a so that O 2 �a(��a) and ��a strongly believes both S1b;� and S2b;�:

��a(l:y
3jSb) = �a(l:y3jSb) = 1, ��a(r:b2jfr:b1; r:b2g) = �a(r:b2jfr:b1; r:b2g) = 1.

But ��a 6= �a; �a, therefore ��a =2 �a.
Finally, we show that there are no restrictions �� such that fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g is ��-
rationalizable. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that such �� exists. By �niteness,
fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g = Sn

a; ��
� Sn

b; ��
= Sn�1

a; ��
� Sn�1

b; ��
for some n. De�ne ��n

a as in Remark 1.
Then we should have fOg = �a( ��n

a), where ��a(fl:y1; l:y3g) = 1 for every ��a 2 ��a. Pick
any ��a 2 ��n

a with O 2 �a(��a), then also I:x1:a1 2 �a(��a) (the ex ante value of I:x1:a1
is at least 2, and a1 is the dominant action in the subgame with root (In; l)), therefore
fOg 6= �a( ��n

a).

Indeed, we show in the next section that the set fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g of Example 6
cannot result from forward-induction reasoning under any transparent restrictions on
beliefs, including restrictions on higher-order beliefs.

4 Transparent belief restrictions and extensive-form
best response sets

So far we took the perspective of an analyst who knows what belief restrictions are
transparent to the players: given the transparent restrictions � we obtain the behavioral
prediction of forward-induction reasoning, �1� . This perspective is valid in many, but
not all applications of the theory. It is therefore interesting to take the perspective of an
analyst who does not know what restrictions are transparent to the players. What can
such an analyst say about the behavioral implications of our theory of strategic thinking?

39Note that in games with complete information � = S.
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If all restrictions are possible, all an analyst can say is that (�; s) must belong to the union
of all solution sets �1� . In static games, where forward induction does not play any role,
this yields an easy answer to our question: just look at the implications of rationality
and common belief in rationality without restrictions on beliefs, i.e., take ��i = �(��i)
for each information type of each player. Indeed, let �1 denote the solution set obtained
without restriction; by monotonicity of probability-one belief, �1� � �1 for all restrictions
�; thus, �1 is also the union of all the solution sets. But this method does not work in
dynamic games, that is, when forward induction matters. The reason is that, as explained
earlier, strong belief is not monotone, therefore we may well have �1� 6� �1 for some �.40
Battigalli & Friedenberg [8, 2009] and [9, 2012] address this issue within a complete-

information setting.41 We report a straightforward adaptation of their concepts and re-
sults to the present incomplete-information setting.

De�nition 9 (cf. [9, 2012]) An extensive-form best response set (EFBRS) of a game
with payo¤ uncertainty � is a set of pro�les Q = �0 �

Q
i2I Qi � � such that, for each

i 2 I, proj�iQi = �i and, for each �i 2 Qi, there is a CPS ��i 2 �Hi(��i) with
(i) �i 2 �i(��i),
(ii) ��i strongly believes Q�i (8h 2 Hi, ��i(h) \Q�i 6= ; ) ��i(Q�ij��i(h)) = 1),
(iii) �i(��i) � Qi.

Condition (iii) is a kind of maximality property: if we have to use belief ��i to �justify�
�i as part of the solution set Q, then every other sequential best response to ��i must
also be part of Q.
An event about players�beliefs, i.e. an �epistemic�event, is self-evident if and only if

it represents the transparency of some restrictions on beliefs (of any order, see Appendix A
in [8, 2009]). Battigalli and Friedenberg show that the EFBRS concept characterizes the
behavioral implications of common strong belief in rationality when some epistemic event
is self-evident. The following de�nition and theorem make this precise and provide equiva-
lent formal statements of the result. Then an example shows that naïve�-rationalizability
may fail to yield an EFBRS.

De�nition 10 An event E is called epistemic if it only restricts the beliefs of some players
for some of their information types �i, that is, for each i 2 I there is a measurable subset
Ti � �i � Ti with proj�iTi = �i so that

E = 
0 �
Y
i2I
f(�i; si; ti) 2 
i : (�i; ti) 2 Tig:

[�] and B�([�]) are examples of epistemic events. Recall that the latter is also self-
evident: B�([�]) � B(B�([�])). Adapting the arguments of [8, 2009] and [9, 2012] one

40Battigalli & Friedenberg [9, 2012] provide examples of complete information games where the inclusion
also fails for the corresponding sets of paths, that is, �(S1� ) 6� �(S1) for some game and some restrictions
�.
41Battigalli & Friedenberg [9, 2012] is the abridged published version of [8, 2009]. The latter elab-

orates more on the context interpretation of incomplete type structures and how they are related to
transparent restrictions on beliefs. Battigalli and Friedenberg build on previous work on admissibility by
Brandenburger et al. [21, 2008] and Brandenburger & Friedenberg [20, 2010].
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can show the following:42

Theorem 4 For every game � and subset Q � �, the following are equivalent:
(1) Q is an EFBRS of �;
(2) Q = �1� for some �rst-order belief restrictions �;
(3) Q = proj�CSB

1(R) for some type structure T ;
(4) Q = proj�CSB

1(R \E) for some self-evident epistemic event E in a belief-complete
type structure T ;
(5) Q = proj�CSB

1(R \ B�([�])) in a belief-complete type structure for some compact
�rst-order belief restrictions �.

Example 7 Consider again the complete-information game of Figure 2 and the belief
restrictions � of Example 6. The corresponding naïve �-rationalizable set is Ŝ1� = Q =
fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g. It can be directly veri�ed that fOg � fl:y1; l:y3g is not an EFBRS:
if �O 2 �Ha(Sb) strongly believes Qb = fl:y1; l:y3g and O 2 �a(�O), then I:x

1:a1 2
�a(�O)nQa; hence at least one of conditions (i)-(iii) of De�nition 9 must be violated by
Q. Thus, by equivalence (1) , (3) of Theorem 4, there is no type structure T such
that Q = proj�CSB

1(R). We can reach the conclusion that Q is not an EFBRS also
indirectly, using implication (2) ) (1) of Theorem 4: indeed, we have already proved in
Example 6 that there are no �rst-order belief restrictions � such that Q = S1� .

[9, 2012] shows that, in games with complete and perfect information and in other
games such as the Finitely Repeated Prisoners�Dilemma, the characterizing properties of
EFBRS�s can be used to obtain observable implications of forward-induction reasoning,
independently of what is transparent to the players. It would be interesting to obtain
results of this sort for games with payo¤ uncertainty.

5 Appendix

Subsection 5.1 provides a complete forward-induction analysis of the Beer-Quiche game
under di¤erent scenarios and related restrictions on beliefs; 5.2 derives the epistemic
justi�cations of �-rationalizability; 5.3 proves the equivalence between �-rationalizability
and the naïve reduction algorithm when � is closed under compositions.

5.1 Two scenarios for�-rationalizability in the Beer-Quiche game

Complete information scenario We formalize the informal argument provided in
the Introduction for the Beer-Quiche game of Fig. 1 and Example 1 (1). As formally
described in Example 2, assume the following restrictions � are transparent :

� Players ex ante assign 90% (10%) probability to the surly (wimp) state,

42The equivalences stated in the Theorem 4 adapt results of Battigalli and Friedenberg as follows:
(1) , (2) adapts Proposition 1 of [9, 2012]; (1) , (3) adapts Theorem 1 of [9, 2012]; (1) , (4) adapts
Proposition A1 of [8, 2009] applied to the E-restriction TE of a belief-complete type structure T ; �nally
(1)) (5) follows from Theorem 2 and (the adaptation of) Proposition 1 in [9, 2012] (the set� constructed
in the proof is �nite, hence compact), (5)) (1) follows from Theorem 1 and (2)) (1).
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� According to the ex ante beliefs of Player 1, the chance move and the strategy of
Player 2 are independent.

The behavioral implications of (correct) common strong belief of rationality and trans-
parency of � can be derived with the the (naïve) �-rationalizability algorithm (Theorem
1, Corollary 1). To apply the latter, we �rst note that we may add wlog the further re-
striction that, according to the beliefs of Player 2, the strategy of Player 1 and the chance
move are independent.43 With this, �-rationalizability is a re�nement of rationalizability
on the ex ante strategic form of the Bayesian game de�ned by the �rst restriction.44 In
the table below, we multiply all the expected payo¤s by a factor of 10:

1n2 f jB, f jQ f jB, djQ djB, f jQ djB, djQ
Bjs, Bjw 9, 1 9, 1 29, 9 29, 9
Bjs, Qjw 10, 1 12, 0 28, 10 30, 9
Qjs, Bjw 0, 1 18, 10 2, 0 20, 9
Qjs, Qjw 1, 1 21, 9 1, 1 21, 9

Iterated weak dominance on this strategic form deletes f:f and Q:B in step 1, f:d
in step 2, Q:Q in step 3, d:d in step 4 and B:Q in step 5.45 This is equivalent (for
this game) to iterated conditional dominance on the strategic form, which gives the �-
rationalizability solution. We summarize the procedure in the table below. For intuitive
explanations based on the epistemic analysis see the Introduction.

Steps Player 1 Player 2
1 S11;� = fB:B;B:Q;Q:Qg S12;� = ff:d; d:d; d:fg
2 S21;� = fB:B;B:Q;Q:Qg S22;� = fd:d; d:fg
3 S31;� = fB:B;B:Qg S32;� = fd:d; d:fg
4 S41;� = fB:B;B:Qg S42;� = fd:fg
5 S51;� = fB:Bg S52;� = fd:fg

Incomplete-information scenario In this scenario there is no chance move, the
game begins at the �interim�stage, when Player 1 knows the true state; see Example 1
(2). Now there are two conceivable information types of Player 1, s and w, each with
strategy space S1 = fB;Qg. Thus

�1 = fs; wg � fB;Qg, �2 = S2 = ff:d; d:d; d:f; f:fg:

In this scenario, Player 1 has no belief on fs; wg. Intuitively, the reason is that � 2 fs; wg
is just an attribute of Player 1 known to him, not something that he learns. Formally, his
primitive uncertainty space is ��1 = S2. With this, the independence assumption of the

43The coalition formed by the chance player and Player 1 has perfect recall. Therefore, a correlated
strategy of the coalition is realization equivalent to a behavioral strategy of the coalition, which is in turn
equivalent to a product measure.
44As observed by Battigalli et al [16, 2011], the application of solution concepts (such as rationalizabil-

ity, or iterated dominance) to the ex ante strategic form implicitly relies on the independence assumption
described above.
45We write X:Y for the strategy of Player 1 that selects X in the surly state and Y in the wimp state;

similarly we write x:y for the strategy of Player 2 that selects x if B and y if Q.
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complete-information scenario cannot be expressed as a property of his �rst-order beliefs.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, there is a property of the second-order beliefs
of Player 2 that could replace the independence property expressible in the complete-
information scenario: according to the second-order beliefs of Player 2, the information
type of Player 1 and his �rst-order belief about the strategy of Player 2 are independent.
We could provide an epistemic analysis of the game based on the transparency of �rst
and second-order restrictions and derive results similar to those obtained for the complete-
information scenario. But in this paper we restricted our attention to transparency of �rst-
order restrictions. Therefore, as an illustration of our approach we assume the following
�rst-order restrictions � to be transparent :

� Player 2 initially assigns 90% probability to � = s,

� conditional on B, Player 2 believes that s is more likely than w.

Formally,
�1;s = �1;w = �(S2),

�2 = f�2 2 �fB;Qg(fs; wg � fB;Qg) : (�2(s) = 0:9) ^ (�2(sjB) > �2(wjB))g,
where we used obvious abbreviations for unconditional, conditional, and marginal proba-
bilities. Note, this is just meant to be an example; we do not claim that the assumption in
the second bullet is more plausible, or �nicer�than the assumption about the second-order
beliefs of Player 2 described above.
The behavioral implications of (correct) common strong belief in rationality and trans-

parency of the restrictions are characterized by a solution procedure that deletes pro�les
from the set �1 � S2. We summarize the steps in the table below and then comment.

Steps Player 1 Player 2
1 �11;� = fs; w g � fB;Qg S12;� = fd:d; d:fg
2 �21;� = f(s; B); (w;B); (w;Q)g S22;� = fd:d; d:fg
3 �31;� = f(s; B); (w;B); (w;Q)g S32;� = fd:fg
4 �41;� = f(s; B); (w;B)g S42;� = fd:fg

Step 1, Player 2: We delete f:f (as in the complete-information scenario) and also
f:d (�ght if and only if Beer); the reason for the latter is that it is rational to �ght if and
only if the conditional probability of the surly type is no more that 50%, therefore, given
the restrictions on beliefs, if it is rational to �ght after B then it is a fortiori rational to
�ght after Q: To sum up, Player 2 does not �ght after B.
Step 2, Player 1: Given the above, the surly type has his preferred meal, i.e.,

type/strategy pair (s;Q) is deleted.
Step 3, Player 2: By a forward-induction argument similar to Step 4 of the complete-

information scenario (see the Introduction), d:d is deleted.
Step 4: Each type of Player 1 is certain of d:f , therefore both types choose Beer.

5.2 Proofs of the characterization results

The proof of the main result (Theorem 1) is adapted from [13, 2007]. First, we need some
preliminaries. Fix a belief-complete type structure and a collection of compact subsets
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�. B�([�]) is a belief-closed subset of this structure that can be constructed as follows
(recall we introduced the singleton T0 = ft0g for notational convenience): let

T0i;� = f(�i; ti) 2 �i � Ti : fi(ti) 2 ��ig (i 2 I),
T00;� = �0 � T0 = �0 � ft0g,

for each n > 0 and i 2 I

Tni;� =

8<:(�i; ti) 2 Tn�1i;� : (8h 2 Hi)

0@gi;h(ti)( Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� )) = 1

1A9=; ,
Tn0;� = �0 � T0 = �0 � ft0g,

T�i;� =
\
n�1

Tni;�.

Clearly, \nm=1Bm([�]) = �0 �
Q
i2I(Si �Tni;�) (n � 0),46 thus B�([�]) = �0 �

Q
i2I(Si �

T�i;�). Note that we had to de�ne T
�
i;� as a subset of �i � Ti rather than Ti, because

the restrictions on �rst-order beliefs may depend on the information type �i. Elements of
T�i;� will be simply called �types�.
We begin with a few preliminary results. Let T n�i;� = fti 2 Ti : (�i; ti) 2 Tni;�g and

T ��i;� = fti 2 Ti : (�i; ti) 2 T�i;�g denote the �i-section of, respectively, Tni;� and T�i;�.
Clearly, T ��i;� = \n�1T

n
�i;�
.

Lemma 1 For all i 2 I, �i 2 �i and n � 0, the sets T n�i;�, T
�
�i;�
, Tni;� and T�i;� are

closed.

Proof For every �i 2 �i, T 0�i;� = f
�1
i (��i) is closed because fi is continuous and ��i

is closed. Therefore, T0i;� = [�i2�if�ig � T 0�i;� is closed because it is the union of �nitely
many closed sets.
Now suppose by way of induction that T n�1�i;�

is closed for every i and �i, so that
Tn�1i;� = [�i2�if�ig � T n�1�i;�

is closed for every i. Then the set of probability measures

�

0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� )

1A =

8<:� : �
0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� ) = 1

1A9=;
is closed. This implies that the set of conditional beliefs that fully believe

Q
j2I0nfig(Sj �

Tn�1j;� ), that is,

�Hi(��i � T�i) \

24�
0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� )

1A35Hi ,
is closed as well, because �Hi(��i � T�i) is closed. Since gi is continuous,

g�1i

0@�Hi(��i � T�i) \

24�
0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� )

1A35Hi1A ,
46Since �i = �i � Si and Tni � �i � Ti we are abusing notation here. This should cause no confusion.
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is closed. This implies that, for every �i, T n�i;� is closed, because T
n�1
�i;�

is closed (inductive
hypothesis) and

T n�i = T
n�1
�i

\ g�1i

0@�Hi(��i � T�i) \

24�
0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tn�1j;� )

1A35Hi1A .
Hence T ��i;� = \n�0T

n
�i;�

is closed as well. �

Lemma 2 For every i 2 I, proj�iT�i;� = �i, therefore there exists a function � 0i : �i !
T�i;� such that proj�i�

0
i (�i; si) = �i.

Proof We prove below by induction that T n�i;� 6= ; for every i, �i, n � 0. By Lemma
1, (T n�i)n�0 is a decreasing sequence of nonempty closed subsets of a compact space. By
the �nite intersection property, T ��i;� = \n�0T

n
�i;�

6= ;. Hence, for every i

proj�iT
�
i;� = f�i 2 �i : T ��i;� 6= ;g = �i.

Then we can de�ne � 0i : �i ! T�i;� as follows: for each (�i; si) 2 �i pick t�i 2 T ��i;� and
let � 0i (�i; si) = (�i; t�i).
Now we prove by induction that, for every i, �i and n, T n�i;� 6= ;.
Basis step First, for every i 2 I and �i 2 �i, �x �ti 2 Ti and ��i 2 ��i arbitrarily. Also,

let �t0 = t0. Now de�ne an array of probability measures �0�i = (�
0
�i
(�j��i(h)� Ti))h2Hi 2

[�(��i � T�i)]Hi as follows: for every measurable subset E�i � ��i � T�i and h 2 Hi

�0�i(E�ij��i(h)� T�i) =
X

(��i;s�i;):(��i;s�i;�t�i)2E�i

��i(f(��i; s�i)gj��i(h)):

It can be checked that �0�i is a CPS, that is, �
0
�i
2 �Hi(��i � T�i). Since gi : Ti !

�Hi(��i�T�i) is onto (belief-completeness), there is some t0�i 2 Ti such that gi(t
0
�i
) = �0�i.

By construction, fi(t0�i) = ��i 2 ��i thus, t
0
�i
2 T 0�i;� 6= ;.

As a matter of notation, let tn�0 = t0 for every �0 2 �0 and n � 0.
Induction step Now suppose that, for every i and �i, T n�i;� 6= ; and pick for each � 2 �

a pro�le tn� 2
Q
i2I T

n
�i;�
. For every i 2 I and �i de�ne an array of probability measures

�n+1�i
= (�n+1�i

(�j��i(h) � Ti))h2Hi 2 [�(��i � T�i)]Hi as follows: for every measurable
subset E�i � ��i � T�i and h 2 Hi

�n+1�i
(E�ij��i(h)� T�i) =

X
(��i;s�i;):

�
s�i;��i;tn��i

�
2E�i

��i(f(��i; s�i)gj��i(h)):

As in the basis step, it can be checked that �n+1�i
2 �Hi(��i � T�i). Since gi is onto,

there is some tn+1�i
2 Ti such that gi(tn+1�i

) = �n+1�i
. By construction, fi(tn+1�i

) = ��i 2 ��i.
Furthermore, for every h 2 Hi and m 2 f0; :::; ng

gi;h(t
n+1
�i
)

0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tmj;�)

1A = �n+1�i

0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tmj;�)j��i(h)� T�i

1A = 1
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(the equalities hold by construction for m = n, then they also hold for m 2 f0; :::; ng
because Tnj;� � Tmj;�). Since T n+1�i;�

=8<:ti : (fi(ti) 2 ��i) ^ (8m 2 f0; :::; ng)

0@gi;h(ti)
0@ Y
j2I0nfig

(Sj �Tmj;�)

1A = 1

1A9=; ,
it follows that tn+1�i

2 T n+1�i
6= ;. �

Lemma 3 Fix compact restrictions � and maps � j : �j ! T�j;� (j 2 I0) such that
proj�j� j(�j; sj) = �j, where � 0(�0; s0) = (�0; t0). Fix a player i 2 I and, for each �i a
�rst-order CPS ��i 2 ��i. Then, for each �i, there exists an epistemic type ti 2 Ti such
that (�i; ti) 2 T�i;� and, for each h 2 Hi, gi;h(ti) has �nite support and

8(��i; s�i) 2 ��i, (7)

gi;h(ti) (f(s�i; ��i(��i; s�i))g) = ��i(f(��i; s�i)gj��i(h)):

Proof. De�ne a candidate CPS �i on ��i � T�i by setting

�i (f(s�i; ��i(��i; s�i))gj��i(h)� T�i) = ��i(f(��i; s�i)gj��i(h))

for every (��i; s�i) and h 2 Hi, and extending the assignments by additivity. Axioms 1 and
2 follow immediately from the observation that the map (��i; s�i) 7! (s�i; ��i(��i; s�i))
yields an embedding of

S
h2Hi supp

�
��i(:j��i(h))

�
(a �nite sub setset of ��i) in ��i�T�i,

so that, for every h 2 Hi, �i(:j��i(h)�T�i) is indeed a probability measure on ��i�T�i.
By the same argument, �i must also satisfy Axiom 3, i.e. it must be a CPS; of course,
each �i(:j��i(h)� T�i) has �nite support by construction. Since gi is onto, there exists a
type ti 2 Ti such that

gi;h(ti) (f(s�i; ��i(��i; s�i))g) = �i (f(s�i; ��i(��i; s�i))gj��i(h)� T�i)

for every (��i; s�i) 2 ��i and h 2 Hi. To see that (�i; ti) 2 T�i;� note that by construction
fi(ti) = ��i 2 ��i and gi;h(ti)(�0 �

Q
j2Infig(Sj � T�j;�)) = 1 for each h, which implies

gi;h(ti)(�0 �
Q
j2Infig(Sj �Tnj;�)) = 1 for each h and n. �

We can now prove our main result.

Proof of Theorem 1: To prove the �rst part, we rely on Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 to
recursively de�ne, for each n � 0, a pro�le of functions �n = (�ni : �i ! T�i;�)i2I0 such
that, for each (�; s), proj��

n(�; s) = � and (s; �n(�; s)) 2 CSBn�1(R \ B�([�])) whenever
(�; s) 2 �n�.
For the reader�s convenience, we report below the conditions for surviving the (n+1)-th

step of �-rationalizability:
For every i 2 I and n � 0, (�i; si) 2 �n+1i;� if and only if there exists a CPS ��i 2 ��i

such that
(�i; si) 2 �i(��i); (8)

(8m 2 f0; : : : ; ng)(8h 2 Hi)(�m�i;� \ ��i(h) 6= ; ) ��i(�
m
�i;�j��i(h)) = 1): (9)
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The maps for Player 0 are trivial: �n0 (�0; s0) = (�0; t0) for every (�0; s0) and n.
As for the real players, let (� 0i : �i ! T�i;�)i2I be any pro�le of functions such that
proj�i�

0
i (�i; si) = �i; such functions exist by Lemma 2. Next, assuming that �

m = (�mi )i2I0
has been de�ned and satis�es proj��

m(�; s) = � for every m = 0; :::; n, de�ne �n+1 as fol-
lows: for each i and �i 2 �in�n+1i;� let �n+1i (�i) = �ni (�i); for each (�i; si) 2 �n+1i;� there
is �rst-order CPS ��i 2 ��i such that eq.s (8),(9) hold and, by Lemma 3, there is an
epistemic type tn+1�i

2 Ti with (�i; ti) 2 T�i;� such that eq. (7) holds (for each h 2 Hi) with
��i = (�nj )j 6=i, so that �in particular �fi(t

n+1
�i
) = ��i; then let �

n+1
i (�i; si) = (�i; t

n+1
�i
).

Clearly, proj��
n+1(�; s) = �.

Claim 1 For every m � 0 and (�; s) 2 �,

(�; s) 2 �m+1� ) (s; �m+1(�; s)) 2 CSBm(R \ B�([�])); (10)

((9t 2 T )((�; s; t) 2 CSBm(R \ B�([�])))) (�; s) 2 �m+1� : (11)

Eq. (10) implies
�m+1� � proj�CSBm(R \ B�([�])):

Eq. (11) implies
proj�CSB

m(R \ B�([�])) � �m+1� :

Therefore the claim implies that

�m+1� = proj�CSB
m(R \ B�([�]))

for every m.
Proof of the claim Recall that CSBm(R \ B�([�])) is a Cartesian product. To ease

notation, for each i 2 I and h 2 Hi, we write

CSBm�i(R \ B�([�])) = proj
�iCSB
m(R \ B�([�])),

Basis step Fix (�; s) arbitrarily. Suppose that (�; s) 2 �1�. By construction of � 1, for
each i 2 I, (�i; si) 2 �i(fi(projTi� 1i (�i; si))) and � 1i (�i; si) 2 T�i;�. Therefore (s; �(�; s)) 2
R\B�([�]). Since R\B�([�]) = CSB0(R\B�([�])), this proves (10) for m = 0. Next �x
any t 2 T such that (�; s; t) 2 CSB0(R\B�([�])). Then, for each i 2 I, (�i; si) 2 �i(fi(ti))
and fi(ti) 2 ��i; therefore (�; s) 2 �1�. This proves (11) for m = 0.
Induction step Assume that eq.s (10), (11) hold for each (�; s) and m = 0; :::; n � 1.

Then, for each m = 0; :::; n� 1, i 2 I and h 2 Hi,

��i(h) \ �m+1�i;� 6= ; , 
�i(h) \ CSBm�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= ;: (12)

Fix (�; s) arbitrarily. Suppose that (�; s) 2 �n+1� . By construction of �n+1, for every
i 2 I, �n+1i (�i; si) 2 T�i;� and (�i; si) 2 �i(fi(projTi�

n+1
i (�i; si))); therefore (s; �n+1(�; s)) 2

R \ B�([�]). By the inductive hypothesis and the construction of �n, for every i 2 I,
m 2 f0; :::; n� 1g and (�0�i; s0�i) 2 ��i�

(�0�i; s
0
�i) 2 �m+1�i;�

�
) ((s0�i; �

n
�i(�

0
�i; s

0
�i)) 2 CSBm�i(R \ B�([�]))).
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Hence, by construction of �n+1 and eq. (12), for every i 2 I, m 2 f0; :::; n � 1g and
h 2 Hi, �


�i(h) \ CSBm�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= ;
�
)

gi;h(projTi�
n+1
i (�i; si))(CSB

m
�i(R \ B�([�])) = 1):

Next note that

CSBn(R \ B�([�])) = R \ B�([�]) \
\
i2I

(
n�1\
m=0

SBi(
i � [CSBm�i(R \ B�([�]))])
)

= R \ B�([�]) \ 
0�Y
i2I

�
(�i; si; ti) 2 �i � Ti : (8h 2 Hi) (8m 2 f0; :::; n� 1g)�

�i(h) \ CSBm�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= ;

�
)
�
(gi;h(ti) (CSB

m
�i(R \ B�([�])) = 1)

� � :
It follows that (s; �n+1(�; s)) 2 CSBn(R\B�([�])), showing that eq. (10) holds form = n.
Now �x any t 2 T such that (�; s; t) 2 CSBn(R \ B�([�])). Then, for every i 2 I,

(�i; si) 2 �i(fi(ti)), fi(ti) 2 ��i and (by the inductive hypothesis) for everym 2 f0; :::; n�
1g and h 2 Hi �


�i(h) \ CSBm�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= ;
�
) fi;h(ti)(�

m+1
�i;�) = 1.

By eq. (12), the formula above is equivalent to

��i(h) \ �m+1�i;� 6= ; ) fi;h(ti)(�
m+1
�i;�) = 1

for every m 2 f0; :::; n � 1g and h 2 Hi. Therefore (�; s) 2 �n+1� , showing that eq. (11)
holds with m = n. �
Next we prove the second part of the thesis: �1� = proj�CSB

1(R \ B�([�])). Pick
any (�; t) 2 CSB1(R \ B�([�])). Since, �n+1� = proj�CSB

n(R \ B�([�])) for every
n � 0, we conclude that � 2 �n� for every n � 1; so � 2

T
n�1�

n
� = �1� . Hence

proj�CSB
1(R\B�([�])) � �1� . Now pick any � 2 �1� and consider the sequence of sets

K(m;�) = CSBm(R \ B�([�])) \ (f�g � T ), m � 1. B�([�]) is closed and (by standard
arguments) R is closed as well. For every closed event E, i and h 2 Hi, Bi;h is closed,
therefore CSBm(E) is also closed. f�g � T is obviously closed. Therefore, each K(m;�)
is a nonempty (because � 2 �m+1� = proj�CSB

m(R \ B�([�]))) and closed subset of the
compact space 
 = � � T ; also, the sequence of sets K(m;�) is decreasing, and hence
has the �nite intersection property. Then ; 6=

T
m�1K(m;�) � CSB

1(R \ B�([�])) and
� 2 proj�CSB1(R \ B�([�])). Therefore �1� � proj�CSB1(R \ B�([�])). �

Proof of Theorem 2 First observe that the set of states of player i in T� is


i;� = B
�
i ([�]) = f(�i; si; ti) 2 �i � Ti : (�i; ti) 2 T�i;�g;

where T�i;� is the set of information/epistemic types de�ned at the beginning of this
subsection.
Proof of eq. (3) Fix i, �i. By de�nition of T�, the right hand side of eq. (3) is

contained in the left hand side. To see that also the converse holds, �x �i 2 �i;�i; by
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Lemma 3 there is a type ti 2 Ti such that (�i; ti) 2 T�i;� and fi(ti) = �i. By construction,
fi;h(ti) =marg��igi;h(ti) = marg��igi;h;�(ti) = fi;h;�(ti) for each h 2 Hi (the second
equality holds because ti 2 projTiT�i;� = Ti;� and gi;� is the restriction of gi on Ti;�).
Thus fi;�(ti) = �i for some ti 2 Ti;� such that (�i; si; ti) 2 
i;� for every si. �
Proof of eq. (4) Basis step. Each �rst-order belief map fi;� is the restriction of fi

on Ti;� and 
� = B�([�]) = 
0 �
Q
i2If(�i; si; ti) 2 �i � Ti : (�i; ti) 2 T�i;�g; therefore

R� = f(�; s; t) 2 
� : (8i 2 I)(si 2 r�i(fi;�(ti))g
= f(�; s; t) 2 
 : (8i 2 I)((si 2 r�i(fi(ti))) ^ ((�i; ti) 2 T�i;�)))g
= R \ B�([�]):

Induction step. Suppose that (CSB�)n(R�) = CSBn(R \ B�([�])). Then

(CSB�)
n+1(R�) = (CSB�)

n(R�) \ SB�((CSB�)n(R�)) =

= CSBn(R \ B�([�])) \ SB�(CSBn(R \ B�([�]))) =
= CSBn(R \ B�([�]))\

\
�
(�; s; t) 2 
� :

(8i 2 I)(8h 2 Hi)(
�i;�(h) \ CSBn�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= 0
) gi;h;�(ti)(CSB

n
�i(R \ B�([�]))) = 1)

�
= CSBn(R \ B�([�]))\

\
�
(�; s; t) 2 
 : (8i 2 I)(8h 2 Hi)(
�i(h) \ CSB

n
�i(R \ B�([�])) 6= 0

) gi;h(ti)(CSB
n
�i(R \ B�([�]))) = 1)

�
= CSBn(R \ B�([�])) \ SB(CSBn(R \ B�([�]))) = CSBn+1(R \ B�([�])),

where the second equality follows from the induction hypothesis, the fourth holds because
CSBn(R\B�([�])) � 
� and gi;� is the restriction of gi on Ti;�, and the other equalities
hold by de�nition. �
Proof of eq.s (5) and (6). Given eq. (4), (5) and (6) follow from Theorem 1. �

Proof of Theorem 3. To shorten the proof, we take advantage of the result due to
Battigalli & Siniscalchi [13, 2007] mentioned in the Introduction:

Theorem 5 Fix a collection � = (�i;�i)i2I;�i2�i of compact subsets of �rst-order CPS�s
and a belief-complete type structure T . Then, for every n � 0,

�n+1� = proj�CSB
n(R \ [�])

and
�1� = proj�CSB

1(R \ [�]):

Sketch of proof of Theorem 5. By inspection of the proof of the main character-
ization result in [13, 2007], it is clear that a separate lemma47 shows the equivalence of
naïve �-rationalizability (�̂n�) and �-rationalizability (�

n
�) under the assumption that �

is regular, whereas the rest of the proof shows that Theorem 5 holds. This is done within

47Lemma 7 of [13, 2007], which is a special case of our Proposition 1.
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the observable-actions framework, but it is clear that the arguments of the rest of the
proof are una¤ected by considering the more general framework of this paper. �
Theorems 1 and 5 imply

proj�CSB
n�1(R \ B�([�])) = �n� = proj�CSBn�1(R \ [�])

for each n � 1, including n = 1. An induction argument shows that all the claimed
inclusions hold. Indeed,

CSB0(R \ B�([�])) = R \ B�([�]) � R \ [�] = CSB0(R \ [�]):

Suppose that CSBn(R \ B�([�])) � CSBn(R \ [�]): Recall from subsection 3.2 that, for
each i 2 I and E � 
, we let [E]�i = 
i � proj
�iE.

CSBn�i(R \ B�([�])) := 
i � proj
�iCSB
n
�i(R \ [�]);

CSBn�i(R\ [�]) is similarly de�ned. Since [CSBn(R\B�([�]))]�i and [CSBn�i(R\ [�])]�i
have the same projection on ��i, they are consistent with the same information sets of
Player i, even if [CSBn(R\B�([�]))]�i � [CSBn�i(R\[�])]�i. LetHn

i denote the collection
of such information sets; then, by the inductive hypothesis and monotonicity of the Bi;h
operators,

SBi(CSB
n
�i(R \ B�([�]))) =

\
h2Hn

i

Bi;h(CSB
n
�i(R \ B�([�])))

�
\
h2Hn

i

Bi;h(CSB
n
�i(R \ [�])) = SBi(CSBn�i(R \ [�])):

Recall that, for each E, CSBn+1(E) = E \
\
i2I
SBi(
i � proj
�iE). Therefore, given the

above de�nitions and inclusions,

CSBn+1(R \ B�([�])) = CSBn(R \ B�([�])) \
\
i2I
SBi(CSB

n
�i(R \ B�([�])))

� CSBn(R \ [�]) \
\
i2I
SBi(CSB

n
�i(R \ [�])) = CSBn+1(R \ [�]):

�

5.3 Equivalence of�-rationalizability and naïve�-rationalizability

We begin with a preliminary result about closedness under compositions.

De�nition 11 A �nite sequence (Km
�i; �

m)nm=1 2 (2��i � �Hi(��i))
n is admissible if

fKm
�ignm=1 is a decreasing sequence of product sets withKm

0 = �0 (K
m
�i = �0�

Q
j2InfigK

m
j )

and, for every m, �m strongly believes Km
�i (for each h 2 Hi, Km

�i \ ��i(h) 6= ; )
�m(Km

�ij��i(h)) = 1).

De�nition 12 Fix an admissible sequence (Km
�i; �

m)nm=1 and let m(h) = max(f1g[ fm :
Km
�i \ ��i(h) 6= ;g). A system of beliefs � = (�(�j��i(h))h2Hi 2 [�(��i)]

Hi is the
composition of (Km

�i; �
m)nm=1 if

8h 2 Hi, �(�j��i(h)) = �m(h)(�j��i(h)).
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Lemma 4 The composition � of an admissible sequence (Km
�i; �

m)nm=1 is a CPS such that
�(Kn

�ij��i(h)) = 1 for each h 2 Hi with Kn
�i \ ��i(h) 6= ;.

Proof. We only have to prove that � satis�es the chain rule, the rest follows immedi-
ately by inspection of De�nition 12. Fix g; h 2 Hi and E�i so that E�i � ��i(h) � ��i(g)
(g is a pre�x of h); then m(g) � m(h). If m(g) = m(h) then

�(E�ij��i(g)) = �m(g)(E�ij��i(g))
= �m(g)(E�ij��i(h))�m(g)(��i(h)j��i(g))
= �m(h)(E�ij��i(h))�m(g)(��i(h)j��i(g))
= �(E�ij��i(h))�(��i(h)j��i(g)).

If m(g) > m(h) then, by de�nition of m(g), Km(g)
�i \ ��i(h) = ; and Km(g)

�i \ ��i(g) 6= ;.
By admissibility of the sequence, �m(g)(Km(g)

�i j��i(g)) = 1. Therefore �m(g)(E�ij��i(g)) =
�m(g)(��i(h)j��i(g)) = 0 and

�(E�ij��i(g)) = �m(g)(E�ij��i(g)) = 0
= �m(h)(E�ij��i(h))� 0
= �m(h)(E�ij��i(h))�m(g)(��i(h)j��i(g))
= �(E�ij��i(h))�(��i(h)j��i(g)).

�

Lemma 5 Let �i � �Hi(��i) be closed under compositions and �x an admissible se-
quence (Km

�i; �
m)nm=1 such that �

m 2 �i for each m. Then also the composition of
(Km

�i; �
m)nm=1 gives a CPS in �i.

Proof. The statement is true by de�nition for admissible sequences of length 2.
Assume by way of induction that the result holds for admissible sequences of length
n � 1 � 2 and consider an admissible sequence of length n, viz. (Km

�i; �
m)nm=1. Let �

be the composition of the (admissible) pre�x (Km
�i; �

m)n�1m=1: By the inductive hypothesis,
� 2 �i. The pair (Kn�1

�i ; �;K
n
�i; �

n) is admissible sinceKn
�i � Kn�1

�i and � is a composition
of (Km

�i; �
m)n�1m=1 so that, in particular, � is a CPS such that K

n�1
�i \��1(h) 6= ; implies

�(Kn�1
�i j��i(h)) = 1 for each h 2 Hi (Lemma 4). Now let �� be the composition of

(Kn�1
�i ; �;K

n
�i; �

n): Since �i is closed under compositions, �� 2 �i: By construction, ��

is the composition of (Km
�i; �

m)nm=1. �

Proof of Proposition 1. The statement is obvious for n = 1. Now pick n � 1 and
assume by way of induction that the statement it is true for each positive integer up to
n. We have to show that �n+1i;� = �̂n+1i;� .
If �i = (�i; si) 2 �n+1i;� then there is some ��i 2 ��i satisfying (8)-(9); since �

n+1
i;� �

�ni;�, then by the inductive hypothesis �i 2 �̂ni;� = �ni;�; moreover, since �̂n�i;� = �n�i;�
(again by the inductive hypothesis), (9) implies �̂n�i;�\��i(h) 6= ; ) ��i(�̂

n
�i;�j��i(h)) =

1. We conclude that �i 2 �̂n+1i;� .
In the other direction, suppose �i = (�i; si) 2 �̂n+1i;� . Then also �i 2 �̂mi;� for m =

1; : : : ; n, so we can �nd CPS�s �m�i 2 ��i, m = 1; : : : ; n, such that, for each m, �i 2 �i(�m�i)
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and, 8h 2 Hi, �̂m�i;� \ ��i(h) 6= ; implies �m�i(�̂
m
�i;�j��i(h)) = 1. Therefore the sequence

(�̂m�i;�; �
m
�i
)nm=1 is admissible. Now let ��i be the composition of this sequence. Clearly

�i 2 �i(��i) and ��i satis�es (9). Moreover, by Lemma 5 ��i 2 ��i. Therefore �i 2 �n+1i;� .
�
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